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School of Communications Dean Jannette Dates thanks
everyone responsible for opening the new Media lab.
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New Convergance
Media Lab Opens
By Stacey Gates
Contributing Writer
Howard
University's
Department of Journalism, in
conjunction with the National
Newspaper Publisher Association (NNPA) and Microsoft
hosted the ribbon cutting ceremony of the new high-tech converged media lab Wednesday.
The lab features 10 state of
the art computers, new
Microsoft software, two printers, a scanner, fax machine, and
other tools totaling $72,000.
Microsoft President and Chief
Executive Officer Bill Gates
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Hilltop Staff Writer
The list of serial sniper victims swelled to 11, nine dead,
two wounded, after an off-duty
intelligence agent was fatally
shot moments after exiting a
Home Depot with her husband
in Fairfax County, Virginia
Monday.
The single shot rang out at
9:15 PM and alarmed other
shoppers in the area of the
Seven Corners Shopping Cen-

ter, which is only six miles
from the District of Columbia.
For over two weeks, the
sniper has been striking at
times and places that for the
most part seem non-related.
Gas stations and parking lots of
strip malls, and even street
corners and outside of post
offices are geographic clues
that
giving
police
the
runaround.
Experts believe this killing
is crucial because it defies the

See SNIPER page BS
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For over two weeks an unknown gunman has been s hootIng people around the Metro area killing nine since Oct 2.

Howard's New Evacuation Plan in the Works
FEMA and Other District Campuses Convert ,Consortium
By Harold Eichelberger
Contributing Writer
In lieu oflast year's attacks
on the World Tracie Center and
the Pentagon, the University
has been meeting with Distiict
officials and other local universities to address an evacuation
plan, especially one pertaining
to terrorism.
Mayor Anthony Williams
set up a consortium for emergency preparedness with area
universities and various federal
agencies including Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency (FEMA). The task force
will allow each school to have a
representative to determine
decisions
the committee
makes.
"There arc certain ke);
issues that must be address •d,
University President H. Patrick
Swygert said. "These issues are
notification. If we do evacuate
students, how do we evacuate

'.

Homecoming Game
Flies with Boeing

Howard Exercises
Caution Due to
Spree Sniper
By Courb1ey K. Wade

1,t

r

plan, there arc various
resources that must be allocated and applied to ensure the
safety of students. As of now,
Smith said the University does
not have the funds needed to
finance the evacuation, but
more efficient plans to notify
students in case of emergency
are in the works.
File photo
"We have plans in place for
Chief of Campus Police Reginald Smith Is currently
students in each residence facilworking on an evacuation plan for the University In
ity once the emergency precase of extreme emergency.
paredness plan is apprO\'ed,"
Smith said. "One component
the 4,000 students in residence to address key issues as well as
will involve public education.
halls, and get them where they submitting ideal plans to the
Students and staff will be
need to go?"
consortium.
informed what their role is."
In addition to the interuniThe University's previous
Some students are pleased
versity task force for emer- evacuation plan was only built
the University is taking steps to
gency readiness, the University around Y2K and snowstorms.
protect students in case of
has assembled a committee to
"The evacuation plan
extreme emergency, but think
address these concerns. This entailed coordination, identifythat other priorities should be
committee inclucles Howard ing key positions and key functaken care of first.
University Campus Police tions, and responding to the
"I think that it would be
Chief Reginald SmiUi and C. emergency at hand until
more helpful than hurtful.
Baldwin of the physical plant. resources came to restore servSmith and Baldwin's role is to ice," Smith said.
See PLAN page BS
devise an action coordination
In applying the evacuation

Airline Co. Funds Broadcast of
The Game in some US. Cities
By M elanie Clarke
Contributing Writer
Homecoming "-eek always end5
"ith a sold out, ('Jlthusiastic celehration at the football game. But this
year the game is open to e\'eryone,
even those outside the District.
The University ha.5 taken a technological leap ahead of every other
HBCU "ith an unprecedented satellite broadcast of the Homecoming
game. The battle against Morgan
State will tra,-el across the country via
technology, resources and funding
supplied by The Boeing Company.
Boeing has provided the use of
its facilities in Arlington, Va., St.
Ullli.s, Los Angeles, Seattle, and its
World Headquarters in Chicago. The
company E!\'ell worked with alumni
organizers to ensure the feasibility of
an off-site sports bar in Detroit.
Alumni and other invited guests
in thesecities"ill beabletoenjoytbe
game as it unfolds (except on the
West Coast where the gan1e will be
broadcast on tape).
This year's setup also includes a
pre-game show, a new element
included in the broadcast.
roducer and Howard alumnus
John Nash· said the expansion in
\iewership got the production terun
"more charged up about our work."
Frank Weaver, Director of
Telecommunications Policy at The
Boeing Comp.my and another alumus, is the mastennind behind the
project.
Weaver worked with
Howard's Division of University
Advancement to put the project
together for the University and Boeing.
Sewral factors were considered
when decicling the broodcast sites.
Alumni chapters \\ith lots of activity
were high on the list, as \\>ere cities of
high alumr1i concentration. The
cities in the final cut were also chosen

because of their proximitr to other
cities with large numbers of alwnni.
The line of thinking was that
those who could not travel crosscountry to DC f. •r th, game might be
able to make the trip to a city nearer
to home. Other factors included the
locations of Boeing offices that would
receive the satellite signal. The
Detroit location is an exception in
which Boeing brings the signal to the
location.
1rus is something I knew would
be interesting.· said Wea,-er. "Something people wnuld \>'3.Jlt to 9 JI!.·
The Boeing sites are generally
not in use on a Saturday, so Wea,w
thought that since the "capacity was
available," he felt he could make it
happen. He wanted to find a way of
"let-eraging the existing infra.<,1nicture to pl'()\,ide a senice."
1nc oompany is currently working on using Internet and satellite
oommunication to provide full Internet connection on airplanes in the
near future.
"Boeing is a potential prospect
in ttying to eiq)()Se the University to
ne\v technology; said Nairobi
Abrams, Director of Alumni RelatiollS. 'The question came up, how
are we going to see this technology at
\\Ork?"
Abrams was handed the reins of
the project by Jackie Thomas-Suggs,
Director of Coll)Orate and Foundation Relations. Together, the 1:1,0
worked \\ith Wea,·eron the University side to get the project approved
and finalized.
"From the alumni standpoint,
it's a witM,in siniation. Local people
are excited about getting the feed,"
Abrams said.
To get the signal off-site,
Boeing uses a truck with its own
satellite dish and receiving equip

See GAME page BS
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Does the S11iper
,nake you hesitant
to attend
Hon1ecomi11g
Events?

Name: 1l10mas Domi11i<111e
Major: Finance
Classification: Senior
From: D1dlas, TX
•·A Sniper in the area does
make you put up you
guard. but it's important
for each of us to ha\'e faith
and continue to enjoy lift•."

Residence Life Donates Thousands for Sports
$4,000 is Given for Intercollegiate and Intramural Sports
attendance.
Gibbs was very pleased with
By K eyanna Doctor ·
the outcome of the trip.
Contributing Writer
"You had students and alumThe Office of Residence Life ni 1>laying spades and dominoes,"
in collaboration with the Gibbs said. • We had a great time
Undergraduate
Student without one incident and set an
Assembly, Alumni Relations, and attendance record of over 19,000
the athletic department were able for Hampton."
The Hampton trip will not be
to raise $4,000, which will be distributed among the intercolle- the only of its kind.
'There will be many more
giate and intramural sports teams
fundraisers and special events
in need of assistan~.
The teams that will benefit taking place," assures Karen
include the track and field, soccer House, director of development
teams, volleyball, tennis, lacrosse, for athletics for liison Express.
House said the main objecand women's football.
The first fundraising initia- tive of Bison E.xpress is to protive was a bus trip to Hampton mote school spirit while raising
University, for a Howard Bison funds for sports that don't have a
large venue as well as a strong
and Hampton Pirates game.
According to the Director of alumni base to rely on. "Both of
On-Campus Housing, Charles the Howard basketball teams as
Gibbs, the $35 ticket included the well as the Football team have a
bus, the gate, free pompons, and a large support base of alumni
tailgate, which included deep while the newer sports such as
fried fish, burgers, and franks on lacrosse and softball don't,"
the menu. There was also a DJ in House
said.

Director of Alumni Relations
Nairobi K. Abrams said these
events create an opportunity to
bridge the gap between present
and past students.
"We want to develop a connection between alumni and students and soon faculty" Abrams
said.
Larry Brown Jr., UGSA coordinator, said the idea was the
brainchild of Franklin Chambers,
the Interim Dean of Residence
Life, but the alliance of all the
entities involved made the program much better.
•·we are proud to say that we
had a successful trip, and moreover, we are excited about this
administration's donation to
Bison Express,• Brown, J r. said.
Bison Express is an umbrella
organiz.ation created to generate
support for Howard University
intercollegiate and intramural
athletics. Its mission is to help
Howard's
student-athletes
through a coordinated system of

Phoco by llar,C)· Jcnlms

Some of the people responsible for bringing Bis on
Express to fruition are all smiles In front of Burr
Gymnasium.
fundraising initiatives, communications and special events. Bison
Express seeks to connect alumni,
parents and friends with Howard
University Athletics to achieve
and sustain excellence in intercollegiate athletics.

This collaboration will con-

tinue with an Open House scheduled after Howard"s home game
on Oct. 26, 2002 against North
carolina A&T, which will be held
in the Varsity Weight Room
in Cook Hall.

From Campus to Congress:
HUSA Sponsors 1Hp to First Monday on Capital Hill
By Tiffany Mitchell
Contributing Writer

i'iamc: Olu Rhodcs-\ii·our
i\l ajor: lnt'I Business
Classification: Senior
From: 0LJlrk, AL
·Not at all. I am not going
to let any acts of terrmism
alter any plans that I have
for Homecoming."

Name: l\lerccdcs Lill(he~·
Major: R.1dio T\ /Filrn
Classification: Junior
Frorn: Tacoma, WA
"No because when God
wants me, he's going to
take me reguardlcss. I
believe my destiny's pre•
detcrmim-d. •

Name: Willard Hill
Major: R11dio/rY/Film
Classification: J unior
From: New Orleans, LA
"l feel if he's got
[courage Jenough to come
around here and start
some ish. then we can roll
wit lt.''
<.:omp1kd by lbr-.c~· knkin'i
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The Howard University
Student Association Political Action
Committee sponsored a trip on Oct.
7 to Capitol I-lill to attend First
Monday, a national campaign first
launched at local universities to
oppose racial profiling. govemmellt
web spying and other infringements
of civil liberties since September
11th.
Beginning the first Monday in
October each year the organization
addresses a civil liberty is.sue and
invoh•es college students in a
twelve-month can1paign to protect
personal liberties guaranteed by the
Constitution.
This year, the campaign
focused primarily on the massive
arrests due to ethnic profiling of
Muslim and Arab people in the U.S.
Congressman
Barney
Frank (D-MA) said last year 1,147
• arrests were made after only seven
weeks.
"Many were detained for

months and have not been charged.
A vast majority of them were clear
of any charges," Frank said. • These
are closed hearings for immigrants
and the cases are not listed on public documents."
Frank said the Just-we
Department has withheld over
1,100 names of those arrested.
Some suspects were incarcerated for up to nine months without an
expected court date and fair due
process of law.
American Civil Liberties Union
director Greg Nojeim is in support
of due process.
·we're not saying that they
should be free, but [they] should
have a trial in the court of law,"
Nojeim said.
Frank maintained the government is forfeiting principles and
undermining the legitimacy of the
war on terrorism.
The campaigners urged attendees to sign subpoenas directed to
Attorney General John Ashcroft.
The purpose was to questions the
fairness of the U.S. Patriot Act, the

suspect name detainments and
closed hearings.
Nojeim pointed out that the
Patriots Act did affect students.
"It affects students because
under the U.S. Patriot-Act, students
can't privately view websites; said
Nojeim.
First l\londay campaign manager Lisa Simms believes that if the
government infringes on the rights
of foreigners they will begin to do it
to citizens.
Last year, a BWI Airport security guard asked Muslim high
school student Enaas Sersour to
remove her headscarf. When she
refused, three more security guards
cornered Sersour until she cooperated with airline security.
Sersour expressed her disapproval at during the discussion
"It's ignorance. I am not going
to criticize all Americans," Sersour
said.
The Alliance for Justice
implores Howard students to
become more actively involved in
implementing policies that infringe

1'1IOltl t'Olin-.,y J..:.on ll'le.orJ

Howard University Student Association (HUSA) began a polltlcal action which took its first trip to the Hill earlier this month.

on civil rights. The organization becattse students at Howard need to
believes an active committee within open their eyes. Students should be
a university will pressure elected educated so they can take action."
The organization encouraged
officials and lawmakers to uphold
HUSA's Political Action Committee
the Constitution.
"To be at a HBCU and know to organize a similar event on camthat basic rights that your ancestors pus and get 1, 1111ny subpoenas
fought for are being eroded should signed so that they may be also
show how in1portant civil liberties given to General Attorney John
are," Simms said. • It's important Ashcroft.

Career Services Center Provides Jobs Year-round
Jodi Reid
Contributing Writer

Each year, different schools
and colleges sponsor various career
fairs throughout the year. After the
job fairs have come and gone the
University career center is still at
your rescue serving as a year-round
job fair.
The career center is located in
the School of Communications on
the second floor, west wing. It offers
counseling for resume building,
proper intel'\iewing techniques, and
on campus interviews scheduled
with
potential
employers.
Interviewing rooms are available for
confidentiality.
Each month the career center
publishes two catal~. Post internship opportunities, and the other
post job listing.5.
According to students the
career service's lack of ,isibility is its

ior physical therapy major. "If they
would publicize more I know that
more students would take advantage of iL •
A public relations campaign is
being launched by Apex
Communications, a student developed public relations group to bring
awareness to the student body
about the resources that the center
offers.
Duanne Shankle, program
coordinator of the career service
office said, "students are not signing
up for interviews or being interactive with the office, they're missing
out.
Shankle also said, students
often begin their career development process in their senior year
Photo by Damian Boler
The Career Re source Library Is located In the School of
but they should begin earlier.
Commuications and offers information for various jobs.
'The career center is a critical
key element to helping students find
went to the School of jobs. It provides ,tudents with interdo"nfall.
"I didn't even know Howard Communications looking for some- viewing techniques, and practice,'"
has a career services center until I thing else," said Samara Olson,jun- she said. "We stage mock interviews

<:;areer ~?urces Library

The Hilltop

so that students are prepared to
impress their potential employer.
Students feel that the career
ser\ice office has not been utiliU'd to
its full potential, and provides vital
services that students should take
advantage of.
"People are going to need
something like the career center.
We go to school for four years, we
need some type of reward, and a job
would be that," said Junior nursing
major Krystal Perkins.
Some students have found that
the career se1vices office is one of
Howard's best-kept secrets, and say
that if you take advantage of it you
will defiantly ha"e a job by the time
you graduate.
"I have been working with the
career services office since my freshman year," said Sandra King. senior
advertising major. ·1 am not in my
senior year, and I have had some of
the best internships and jobs any
coUege student can have.''

October 18, 2002
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Simultaneous Interpretation: Clear in Any Language
University Offers Course to Help Diversify Students
course designed to teach and
The class also teaches
certify students in simultan~- escort and consecutive interous interpretation.
pretation. Tour guides primaThe purpose of the pro- rily use escort interpretation
gram is to increase the num- and consecutive interpretation
ber of minorities involved in for dialogue or discussion.
simultaneous interpretation. Interpretation is taught for
Started by Rosalyn King French, Spanish, Portuguese,
and Marilyn Sephocle, the Creole, German, Russian, and
program beld its first course Arabic languages.
last spring, and registration
"A skill such as simultais now open for the spring neous interpretation is not
semester, which begins in just for people who want to
February.
make this their career, but
According
to
King, can also be incorporated into
"Students learn to listen to other careers as well, such as
information, coalesce, inter- airline attendants," said King.
pret, and redirect informaUnaware that Howard
tion in another language.•
offered classes that taught

By Ro bin Dav i s

Contributing Writer

If you've ever watched a
United Nations conference
many of the speeches are
given in a different language,
but amazingly an interpreter
is simultaneously translating
the speech in English.
This is called simultaneous interpretation. It is a
form of interpretation where
the interpreter speaks at the
same time as the speaker.
The
Simultaneous
Interpretation Continuing
Education
Certificate
Program is a twelve-week

simultaneous interpretation,
studen ts are eager to s ign up
for the class.
"! didn't even know you
could take a class that taught
simultaneous interpretation.
The wide variety of classes
offered at Howard shows that
we are an institution that is
rapidly moving towards
excellence," said Linda Ware,
junior finance major.
Tomgembou Ferdinand is
a student involved in the program, and says the teachers
are excellent and the programs are very rewarding.
In order to qualify, you
must be fluent in at least two

languages, and have a bachelor's degree or be in the final
stages of achieving one. The
course cost $5,850, which
includes materials.
""l>'lhen I first heard of the
program I was very interested
in taking the classes, but
when I heard it would cost
over $5000 dollars I know I
would not be able to afford
it," said sophomore Nuwanda
Ojaku, who is fluent in
Spanish and Portuguese. "It's
great that the school offers
this type of program, but if
students can't afford it then
it's really not beneficial.•
Simultaneous interpreta-

tion is a rare skill that is in
high demand. A simultaneous
interpreter could earn up to
$500 per day.
Clas5es meet Monday
through Thursday from 5:30
to 7:10 p.m., at the Continu ing
Education building in Silver
Spring, Maryland.
King and Ferdinand
strongly encourage students
to join and say that it is well
worth the money and effort.
"In this program, you
learn how to make a good living, and capitalize on the
skills that you have. You
learn something new everyday," Ferdinand said.

New Business Magazine to Provides Jump Start to Young Careers
yom1g entrepreneurs to foster their
dreams."
Because there are a large munber
of
established urban magaPremiering December 19,
zines,
including
VIBE, SOURCE,
Owners Illustrated, an up and comand
XXL,
some
students
question
ing business magazine will prothe
success
of
Owneni
Illustrated.
vides young entrepreneurs with
·rm not sure if the idea of an
valuable information to help them
urban business magamie is original
jump-start their careers.
This mi>an business magazine enough to succeed said, Kenneth
will feature articles that e>.1>1ain the White, junior advertising major
dos and don'ts ofowning a business from New Orleans, Louisiana. ··1
as well as tips on how to maintain it think the magamie would be more
Demola "Deity-Dah" Idowu, successful if they created an origiPublisher and CEO of Owners nal way to llllk about the impor·
Illustrated, and Howard Alum says, tance of business."
Although
the
magazine
is full
"The power of hip-hop culture is
of
"hip-hop"
language,
its
content
tremendous. The hip-hop theme of
the mag.'lZine is able to encourage contains information on home buying, urban enterprise and developKell ie Carter
Hilltop Writer
By

ment, real estate, oonkruptcy and ing magmne for the 18-25 age
credit card debt The magazine will group.
also focus on smart investments,
"When I head of Owners
the fashion industry, as well as Illustrated and the opportunities it
sports and lifestyle.
plans on providing young people I
"Minority businesses in became very excited,• said
America represent 21 percent in Terrence Gulley, sophomore jourretail and generated over a 101 bil- nalism major from Chicago,
lion dollars in 1998. However, most Illinois. "This Magazine will be the
of these businesses can't get loans Black Enterprise for college age studue to credit problems," Idowu dents."
said. ''One of the main goals is that
Owners Illustrated has bureau
through exposure we can draw ba.5eS in New Orleans, Atlanta, DC,
attention to the market so these and New Yori<. They also have job
businesses can get the resources positions and internships available
they need that will foster develop- to students. Their strategy is to supment."
port Historically, Black Colleges
Because of its demographic, and Universities.
students feel Owners Illustrated
"I was glad to hear that this
has the ability to be a ground break- magazine was willing to providejob

-,

..

,;

opportunities to students, because
so many businesses shut us off
because they feel we are incompetent and not t:rust\vorthy," said
broadcast journalism major,
Tiffany Arnold, from Houston
Texas.
Currently, Owneni Illustrated
is a quarterly magazine that seeks
to be monthly by 2005.
Idowu says he faced many
struggles while starting this publication. He worked with different
businesses in the community to
help finanoe the publication.
Idowu views himself as a
media gatekeeper and feels he carries a great responsibility to his
readeni.
"There's a lot of censoring

because we don't want to tum off
the audience. I don't want this pul>lication to be sensationalist media,
discussing gossip. This is about
business and about the moneymaking aspect of it. There is much
editing to make sure that the topic
and the articles are focus on the
business development," says
ldOWlL

He makes it clear that Owners
lliustrated will not be another hiphop magazine, but a business magazine that tailors toward the hiphop demographic.
For more information about
Owners lliustrated editors can be
contacted at ww,v.ownersillustrate<l.com and pub@'onwersillustrated.com.
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Metrobus and Metrorail aren't just for getting to and from work. Take
them to ball games, museums, stores, concerts, restaurants, theaters, parks,
wherever you want to go. And during those times when Metro isn't full of
commuters (middle of the day, evenings, weekends and late night) fares
are cheaper.
To plan your bus or rail trip and get
fare information, visit the Ride Guide at
www.metroopensdoors.com. Or call
202-637-7000 (TTY 202-638-3780). So
pick a time when there is no rush, and
ride Metro for fun.
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Howard
University
has Family
Fun Day

Coping with
the Winter
Blues
By Reynolette Ettienne

Contributing Writer
By Simone Scudder
Contributing Writer

As the leaves fall from the
trees and the sun sinks lower on

the horizon, the emotional spirits
of some people sink with it Some
people become melancholy with
the coming of the cold, dark
months and the consequences
can be very severe. That is, many
may develop Seasonal Affective
Disorder (SAD). SAD is re(Ognized in the DSM-IV (The
American
Psychiatric
.Association's diagnostic manual)as a subtype of major depressive episode.
Researchers said SAD affects
over 10 million AJllericans, and
about 70 to 80 percent of those
affected are women. The most
common age of onset is the twenties and thirties, but there have
been reported cases of milder
fomis of SAD in children and
adolescents. TI1e typical symptoms of SAD include depression,
lack of energy, increased need for
sleep, a craving for sweets and
weight gain. Work and relationships also suffer as a result of
SAD.
"During the fall months, people with SAD feel a sense of dread
as the winter approaches," said
Agnes Addington, Clinical Nurse
Specialist at the Howard
University Mental Health Clinic.
Symptonis begin in the fall,
usually in October or November,
at winter's peak and usually
resolve in the spring, in March or
April. Some individuals experience great bursts of energy and
creativity in the spring or early
summer. Susceptible individuals,
who work in buildings without
\vindows, may experience SADtype symptonis at any time of
year."
Addington said some S)~nptoms can be severe enough to
warrant hospitalization, but most
times they just tend to be severe
enough to disturb daily function
and personal relationships. Many
people become depressed to the
point of experiencing real grief at
times. Others become anxious
while others become more irritable. At times the irritability can be
so extreme that feelings of violence can erupt Physical activity
decreases, people feel very sedentary and often sluggish. On the
other hand, appetite increases,
especially the craving for carbohydrates (sugars or starches or
alcohol).
Addington attributed this to
the fact that, "High carbohydrate
foods tend to trigger the honnone
serotonin in the body. TI1ese carbohydrate foods most times are
used as comfort foods. When
people eat too much they provide
a feeling of tranquility for the
SAD sufferer.•
Most people with SAD end
up sleeping for very long hours or
wish they could.
But what causes SAD?
Research has shown that with the
passage of time the human race
has depended upon light, and the
ability to see. The intemal body
clock has been synchronized to
the light dark cycle in the geophysical world, so that we'd be
alert by daylight, and become
sleepy as the sun began to set.
Using a bright fluorescent
light does treatment for SAD.
TI1is usually comes in the form of
a light box. Generally people sit
for 30 to 45 minutes in front of
the box. The intensity of light
from this special light source is
equivalent to the amoimt of light
e:-.-posure the person would
receive from looking out a window on a sunny spring day.
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Seaonal aUergles plague many students during the fall season. Smog and tabacoo smoke can cause allergies as well as
damage different Internal organs and cause medical compilcatlons over time.
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Alleviating Seasonal Allergies
By Erica Williams

Hilltop Staff Writer
As the leaves change colors and it gets
colder outside, many of us are reminded of
autumn's anival and unfortunately allergies. As the six1h leading cause of chronic
disease in the United States, allergies are
becoming more common.
Causes for the increase in allergies are
traced to many environmental factors, both
indoors and outdoors. Smog and tobacco
smoke can easily dan1age the fragile tissues
of the lungs, increasing the risk of developing allergies, asthma, chronic bronchitis, or
lung cancer. Those who already have allergies or asthma are more susceptible to the
harmful effects.
An allergy is an exaggerated immune
response or reaction to substances that are
generally not harmful. It is caused by
hypersensitivity of the immune system
leading to a misdirected immune response.
When an individual develops this misdirected reaction, the first exposure to the
allergen causes a mild response that triggers the immune system to recognize the
substance.
The second exposure to the allergen

usually results in symptoms. The type of
symptom that develops depends on the specific allergen, the part of the body where
exposure occurs, and the way the immune
system reacts to the allergen. Symptoms
from allergies vary in different people.
Sophomore criminal justice major,
Jameka Bailey has allergies and finds them
to be more prevalent in the winter. She is
only one of the many students at Howard
University who suffer from allergy symptoms.
Although some suffer more than others, allergies are currently affecting many
students. Senior 1V production major,
Rekisha Heidelbert suffers from allergies
but not severely.
"Maybe a week out of the allergy season, my eyes get a little itchy and red.
However, it's nothing major. I don't have to
take medicine or anything for it," she said.
Heidelbert blames the cause of her
allergies on the particular season. However
for some people, allergy seawn seems to be
in effect all year round.
"Depending on what you are allergic to
all depends on what type of allergy you
have, - Lynette Mundey, doctor and associate director for clinical services for the

Student Health Center said. "Allergies that
are common in D.C. are dust, mold, pollen
in the spring and rag weed in the fall."
Also common in not only D.C., but
other cities as well, are allergic reactions to
cockroaches and their dropping,s. These are
only a few of the many things that may
cause allergic reactions in people, Mundey
said.
"We don't really know why poople suffer from allergies for the first time.
However, there is a lot of research being
done for the causes," Mundey said.
Treatment for allergies depends on the
type of allergy and how serious it is. There
are certain shots that decrease body reactions to allergies. There are also shots that
give symptomatic relief.
Sophomore architect major Randall
Byers said he got allergy shots, which ha,·e
proven to be helpful.
However, 11-!ttndey said the best way to
decrease allergic reactions is to avoid things
one is allergic to. Also to better understand
one's particular allergic reactions. Find out
the causes, s}mptoms, and most of all seek
treatment. If a '(l('rson suffers from severe
allergies, he or she can check with an aJJergist or regular doctor.

Relieving Lower Back Pain
By Reynolette Ettienne

Contributing Writer
ower back pain is one
of the most frequent
problems treated by
orthopedic surgeons. Current
research also suggests that four
out of five adults will experience significant pain in their
lower back at some time in
their life.
Michael Gakner of the
Accessible Chiropractic Care of
Silver Spring Maryland said he
has lot of college-age patients
with complaints about their
lower back.
"Because the activity level
tends to be higher in this population, there is higher incidence
of strains and pains occurring,
as compared with the elderly
population,- Gakner said.
Gakner also said that pains
in the back can arise from
many different factors such as
trauma, stress, improperly performing certain strenuous
activities, weight lifting, obesity
or it could be a condition that
one may have been horn with.
Obesity increases the
weight and pressure in the
spine's disc, thus causing discomfort.
Current research indicates
that tl1e pain can also result
from carrying heavy backpacks.
The backpacks allow a person
to carry more items than the
anns or hands alone. The overload risk can strain the back,
neck or shoulders.
The natural aging process,
according to current research,
causes decreased bone mass,
and decreased strength and
elasticity of muscles and ligaments, and this can also lead to
pains in the back. This unfortu-

L

nately is unavoidable.
Sitting for prolonged periods of time in a static posture
can also be a major cause of
back pain. This causes
increased stress in the back
neck, arms and legs and places
a tremendous amount of pressure on the back muscles.
Emotional stress has also
been said to cause muscle tension.
Keleesha Ferri!, a senior
dietetics student, has been
experiencing pain in her back
for at least a year.
"I would experience sharp
pains in my lower back whenever I moved, laughed or
breathed. I felt as if I was paralyzed on one side of my body,"
Ferri! said. "Although the doctor at the Health Center did not
give me a specific diagnosis, she
suggested that I avoid cafT')ing
a lot of heavy books on my back
Photo b)' Damian Boler
and she also suggested that I
Although lower back pain may be associated with mempurchase a book bag on wheels
bers of the older generation, this ailment can hamper
to reduce any further load or
the young as well.
strain on my back muscles."
There is hope. There are
ways to reduce or avoid the back muscles are not strained weight in the baclq,ack.
"People should seek propincidences of back pain alto- during the physical acth~ty.
Limited
rest,
combined
er
Chiropractic
care if they are
gether.
with
appropriate
education,
is
experiencing
chronic back
When sitting or standing
the
primary
mode
of
therapy,
pains,"
Gakner
said. "There
for long periods, it is advisable
and
non-steroidal
medications
they will be instn1cted on propto avoid slouching, since this
along
with
muscle
relaxants
er
ways to maintain the back
can overstretch the spinal ligacan
also
be
used
if
the
pain
muscles."
ments and strain the spinal
becomes upbearable.
"I am going to try to limit
discs.
Proper
loading
of
heavy
the
amount of books that r
Exercising regularly is also
backpacks
can
also
get
rid
of
carry
in my back pack, but this
helpful because this keeps tht
the
pain.
Medical
experts
sugis going to be a bit of a chalmuscles that support the back
gests
using
both
shoulder
lenge, since my professors
strong and flexible. Exercise
straps
and
wearing
the
backrequire that we carry the text
also helps one to maintain the
pack
on
the
back
rather
than
books to all of their classes and
proper body weight, since
the
shoulder.
Pack
heaviest
some
of them are a bit large
being overweight puts unnecesobjects
first,
so
that
they
are
and
hca\'y,"
Ferri! said, "but I
sary strain on the back muscles.
closer
to
the
body,
and
thus
do intend to buy a wheeling
Proper stretching before exercarried
lower.
Do
not
lean
forbook-bag, since this would
cise participation is an essenward
when
walking;
if
this
is
reduce
the load off my already
tial factor in ensuring that the
necessary, there is too much strained back."
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Howard
University
Hospital held its Family Fun
Day for the grand opening of the
Women, Infants, and Children
(V.'IC) program Monday,
October 14, 2002. Other hospitals have carried \VIC programs, but this is the first for
HUH.
WJC is a federally funded entitlement for lower
income, eiq>ecting mothers and
mothers of children up to age
five. Women covered by WIC
receive vouchers ranging from
$80-190 per month, depending
on need, and whether or not the
mother is fully breastfeeding.
The vouchers are good
for a particular chosen supermarket where the mother can
purchase certain foods such as,
juices, dairy products, cereal,
and infant fommla. In the hospitals, WJC allows mothers to
receive health referrals and
breastfeeding support. HUH
adopted this program on
August 29 of this year with the
initiative of Davene White, the
coordinator of the WIC program and Howard University
alumnus.
White explained that for six
years she has been trying to
implement this program at
HUH, under the influence of
her former advisor at Johns
Hopkins University. Yvonne
Bonner, a doctor who i., the current Director of l'\1b\ic Health
Programs at Morgan State
University. According to White,
Bonner encouraged her to pursue implementing a WJC program at HUH, because both
women felt that it was strongly
needed for the local community.
Once White successfully
brought the \VIC program to
HUH, she decided to promote it
by hosting a Family Fun Day.
This event was developed to
encourage eligible mothers to
participate, and enroll in the
program. Throughout the
course of the day, infommtive
seminars were held for mothers,
while their children were occupied with various activities. The
seminars included: Making
Safety and Injury Prevention
Household Words, Healthy
I lair and Skin, BreastfeedingIt's Great for the Family, and
Nutrition Makes a Difference.
Some of the children's acli\~ties
included face painting, kid
zones, and movies. There were
other activities planned that
would have been held outside
such as pony rides, but due to
the recent shootings, all outside
activities were cancelled.
This event caused a need
for many volunteers, not only
for aiding enrollment, but also
for supervising the children and
providing escorts. White happened to come across the
Sophomore
Class
Board
President, Pamela Franklin,
who was interested in a good
volunteer
opportunity.
Franklin became an important
figure in obtaining volunteers
for White's program, and successfully acquired 250 people to
sign up for volunteering.
She was very pleased with
the outcome of the event, and
she is optimistic about the new
program itself. She feels that
HUH being a local hospital benefits mothers witllin the surrounding community. Ms.
Franklin stated that, "local people shouldn't have to·go to other
hospitals out of their way."
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Sign the Iraq Peace Pledge:
afsc.org peacepledge
To learn about local organizing, contact:
Betty Hoover, AFSC-Woshington; D.C. office
2211 14th Street, NW, Washington, DC 20009
Phone: {202) 265-7997
Learn about the issues at: ofstorg/iraq

AMERICAN FRIENDS SERVICE COMMITTEE

85 Years Worldngfor Peace, Justice & Human Di,gnity
October 18, 2002
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Bush May Cut
Pell Grant to
Assist the War
By Charles Spearman
Contributing Writer

cut."
Donovan AnderFon, a history and classical civilizations
One of the most desirable major is a scholarsh ip recipitypes of financial aid many ent.
"I don't really need the
students look forward to
Pell
Grant," Anderson said.
obtain each year on their
"But
I think I deserve it, since
award letti,r besides scholarI
am
a student from a single
ships is the Pell Grant.
Recently, there were parent household, and it
rumors and speculations that helps pay for my tuition.
"There are other students
President Bush might reduce
out
there that are not sq
or even cut the Pell Grant to
lucky,
and Pell Grants are
aid in the war effort on Iraq
very
beneficial
for them to
or to try to boost the unsteady
help
pay
for
their
tu ition,"
economy, but nothing of that
Anderson said.
nature was confirmed.
To determine if students
The Federal Pell Grant is
a re eligible financially, the
United States Department of
Education uses a standard
formula established by Congress, to evaluate the information they report when they
apply through FAFSA.
The formula produces an
EFC or expected family contribution number. The Student Aid Report contains this
number and will tell students
if they're eligible. Awards for
the 2002-2003 award year
July 1, 2002 to June 30,
P'hoco Counesy of Google.com
2003, will depend on proMoney used for Pell Grants
gram funding.
may now be used to aid the
Pell Grants have been
U.S. In Its war efforts.
used as a part of financial aid
for many years. The am,ount
has been increasing each year.
The maximum award for
a need-based grant for undergraduate students. Unlike a the 2001-2002 awa rd year
loan, it does not have to be was $3,750. Students can
receive only one Pell Grant in
repaid.
Generally, Pell Grants are an award year. How much
awarded only to undergradu- they get will depend not only
ate students who have not on their EFC but also on their
earned a bachelor's or profes- cost of attendance, whether
they're a full-time or partsional degree.
In some cases, students time student, and whether
may receive a Pell Grant for they attend school for a full
attending a post baccalaureate academic year or less.
Students may not receive
teacher certification program.
Pell
Grant funds from more
"The Pell Grant was very
than
one sci100I at a time.
important to me during my
Schools distribute Pell
first two years at Montgomery College," said Tia Grants to their students
Watson, a senior accounting either by crediting the Pell
Grant funds to their school
major.
"In fact, it was the only account, paying them directly
financial aid that I needed to - usually by check, or combincover my tuition there," Wat- ing these methods.
The school must tell stuson said. "Now that I'm a
graduating senior here at dents in writing how and
Howard, it's not as important when they'll be paid and how
s ince tuition is much higher much their award will be.
and I have other sources of Schools must pay them at
financial aid besides the Pell least once per term semester,
Grant so it wouldn't really trimester, or quarter.
Schools that do not use
matter much to me if it was

The United States at a Glance

Photo Courte')y of Goo{!Jc.com

With Pell Grants in jeopardy, U ncle Sam may look
harder to draft young
men and women Into the
armed services.

formally defined, traditional
terms must pay students at
least twice per academic year.
Students are eligible for
Pell Grants even if they are
enrolled part time.
They won't receive as
much as if they were enrolled
full t ime, but their school
must disburse their Pell
Grant funds in accordance
with their enrollment status
and cannot refuse them an
award simply because they're
enrolled less than half time.
"Hats off to Subcommittee Chairman Regula and
Chairman Young for addressing this vital issue responsibly," Roderick Paige, secretary of education said.
"And for meeting the
president's goal of ensuring
that millions of needy students who depend on Pell
grants to pursue post-secondary education will not face
any decrease in their grants.
"I now strongly urge the
full House of Representatives
and the Senate to follow suit
to support this critical program," said Paige.
Paige noted that President Bush has proposed the
largest funding increases for
the Pell Grant program of any
president in history.
Bush called the Pell Grant
program "the bedrock of the
president's higher education
agenda."
The
administration's
$10.9 billion budget proposal
for fiscal year 2003 would
fund almost 4.5 million needy
college students, half a million more than before the
president took office.
In addition, student loans
are more available than ever
before because of legislation
that the president signed in
February.
More than $22.7 billion
in tax savings over the next
five years for working families will be available under
the tax relief package bill that
Bush signed last year.
Sources: "Th e Student
Guide Financial Aid
2002-2003,"
www.ed.gov/PressReleases,
www.ed.gov/prog_info

U. Arizona Alumna Dies in Bali Blast
From Staff Reports
Arizona Daily Wildcat (U.
Arizona) (U-WIRE) TUCSON,
Ariz. - University of Arizona
alumna Deborah Snodgrass
was one of two Americans
killed Saturday by a born b that
exploded at a Bali nightclub.
Nearly 200 people, many
of whom were tourists, were
killed in the blast.
Snodgrass was stand ing
outside the nightclub when
the bomb exploded.
She moved to Indonesia
four years ago to teach English
at a private school.
She also began to work with
design and manufacturing companies in Ba.Li, said her aunt Pat
Beaty, who lives in Phoenix.
Snodgrass graduated from
the UA with a degree in political science in 1992.
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Before her time in Bali,
she traveled the world teaching English as a second language in Italy, Greece and
Korea for six years.
"She was just very interested in world affairs and the
globe," said Beaty. "She really
thought the world was an
interesting place and she
wanted to see it."
Although the world became
a more dangerous place to most
Americans after Sept. 11, 2001,
Deborah was not concerned,
Beaty said.
"Debbie understood that
there is no safe place in the
world. Bad things happen
everywhere," she said.
But Beaty said Snodgrass
generally felt safe in Bali.
"Bali, unlike most of
Indonesia, is not a Muslim
island. It is a mostly Hinclu
island with a strong tourism

major release to feature venue last week after a disk
full-action nudity. The jockey handed out T-shirts
game also features prosti- on the courthouse lawn that
tutes and pimps as major read "roll out the barrels."
Attorney Sean O'Brien
characters.
WASHINGTON
A
Using the taglioe "Keep it sa id the stunt was the latest
senior
U.S.
lawmaker
Dirty," video game publisher examp le of the excessive
warned Tuesday that recent
Accla im Entertainment Inc. publicity surrounding the
bombings in Southeast As ia
is gearing up for the Nov. 19 trial of his client, John E.
and the Middle East may be
launch of "Bl\-lX XXX," a Robinson.
just the beginning of a new
game that also features pink
The judge for the case
wave of terrorism.
poodles 'doin' it doggie style' criticized the prank as inapSen. Richard Shelby,
and a variety of racing bike propriate, but denied the
th~ ranking Republican on
stunts.
motion. He said jurors
the Senate Intelligence
using another entrance
Comm ittee, said intelliprobably weren't aware of
gence officials are hearing
Death Row No the
incident.
"r enewed signals" similar to
Robinson,
58,
is
those that preceded the More ... but
charged in the deaths oi two
Sept. 11 , 2001, attacks 011 Maybe · Not for
women - one in 2000 and
New York and Washington,
the
other in 1999.
according to the Associated Sure
The
bodies of both
CHICAGO -- In the next
Press.
women
were
found in barweek and a half, Illinois will
rels
on
Robinson's
property
hold clemency hearings for
Guilty Pleas 1n over 130 inmates on the 60 miles south of Kansas
death row. Authori- City.
Martha Stewart state's
He also is cha rged with
ties are saying that it may
murdering
Lisa Stasi, 19,
Case
likely be the most sweeping
who
disappeared
in 1985.
NEW YORK - ImClone revi ew of capital punishSystems founder Sam Wak- ment in U.S . history.
sal pleaded guilty Tuesday
A plethora of defense
Deep
F ri e d
to bank fraud and conspira- l awyers,
prosecutors,
cy in an insider trading expert witnesses and vic- T,vink i es
scandal that threat ens tims' relatives will argue for
LITTLE ROCK- A new
Martha Stewart and h er or against execution as part treat bas emerged: fried
home decorating empire.
of the hearings, which Twinkies.
Waksal's admission is began earlier this week.
Phil Dickson of Hot
the second guilty plea in the
Illinois Gov. George Springs has sold about
investigation. Waksal did Ryan ordered the hearings 1,000 of the batter-dipped,
not implicate Martha Stew- after investigations deter- deep-fried goodies topped
art in his plea. Waksal mined that some innocent with powdered sugar since
pleaded guilty t o six counts, inmates were put to death. the Arkansas State Fair
including bank fraud, secu- Ryan ordered a moratorium opened Friday.
rities fraud, conspiracy to on executions in January
Each Twinkie, at 160
obstruct justice and perjury. 2000.
calories and five grams of
fat a pop, is impaled on a
stick and frozen until firm,
Full
Action
A Barrel of then dipped in a batter simNudity
ilar to that used to fry fish.
Trouble
Deep-frying adds more
LOS ,ANGELES -- Three
OLATHE,
Kansas
of the nation"s top retailers, Attorneys for a
man calories and fat, and the
coating
including Wal-Mart, have accused of killing women powdered-sugar
refused to carry a new video and stuffing them into bar- apparently complements
game marketed as the first rels asked for a change of the Twinkie's altered state.

Senator: More
Terrorist Attacks
Certain

industry. Most people thought
that protected them. I don't
believe she felt she was ever in
any danger."
On Monday, President
Bush indicated that he
believed the perpetrators of
the nightclub bombing had
ties to al-Qaeda.
Snodgrass' parents, Chris
and Susan Snodgrass, released
a statement asking the media
to respect the family's privacy.
"They feel a great sadness.
It's a terrible thing to lose a
child," Beaty said.
A funeral mass will be held
at 2 p.m. on Friday in Phoenix.
Following the service, Snodgrass'
remains will be flown to Springfield, Mo., where the rest of tl1e
Snodgrass family lives.
Snodgrass is survived by
her parents, her brother,
Steven, and both of her grandmothers.
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WorkWithThe Best In
International Analysis

,pplying thcs<> slcols to lncemadonal p,oblems facing our
COU'ltr)'. To qualify, you need at least a Bachelor's degree
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ecretary of tate, Former Howard Students Journalists
1rustee has Strong Black Support File Abuse Suit
By Can d ace G. Lee
Hilltop Staff Writer
As the first black Chainnan
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
National Security Advisor and
now the first black Secretary of
State, Colin Powell bas singlehandedly changed the view of
the black Republican in the eyes
of several Howard University
students.
How:U'd junior, Scott Holland was quick in calling Powell
a prototype of individualism, as
Powell is one of a handful of
black Republicans in American
government.
•·1 respect him as an individualist in the sense that he
has gone against the nonn for
African Americans by supporting the Republican Party rather
than the Democratic Party,
which the majority of African
Americans support," Holland
said.
The son of Jamaican immi-

ca's Promise, a former member curred.
of Howard's Board of Trustees,
''I think that Colin Powell
the Board of Directors of the did a good job handling many
United Negro College Fund, the of t.he situations overseas, proBoard of Governors of The Boys moting peace and developing
& Girls Clubs of Ameiica, and is compromises," he said. ·'Howa member of the Advisory ever, being that he is high rankBoard of the Children's Health ing and so close to the PresiFund.
dent, I would like to see him use
Powell
has
recently
worked
his influence to address many
Phoco COUrle\y of g.mphic~. j\()fllinc.com
fervently to avoid ,var with Iraq socio-economic issues that
Secretar~• of State Colin
Powell has changed t he
and has stood firm in request- plague African-Americans.•
ing that United Nations
Nelson added that Powell
views of many blacks
weapons inspectors enter Iraq should take a stronger stance
about t he Republican party.
to dismantle their nuclear abili- against ,var in Iraq and also
ty.
that he should become more
grants, Powell was born in New
And his world involvement involved in domestic issues
York City and g1-ew up to attend serves as a source of inspiration despite his primarily foreign
City College of New York. for some Howard students.
affairs position.
There he was a cadet in the
"He is an inspiration
Sophomore, psychology
Reserve Officers Training because he overcame many of major Makia Kambon said
Corps (ROTC) and went on to the setbacks that African Amer- Powell's immaculate record is a
serve in the Vietnam War.
ican men face eve1yday and he pleasantry.
Later in his career, Powell proved that many goals that
"It's good to see a black
was promoted to the rank of seemed unattainable in previ- man in a high position who isn't
four-star general and was a ful- ous years can be achieved; said constantly being scrutini1.ed in
crnm in the invasion of Panama junior, finance major, Darren tl1e news about his opinions on
and a major proponent in the Moore.
policies or his personal life,• she
Persian Gulf War. He is curSophomore, political sci- said.
rently the chairman of Ameri- ence major Aaron Nelson con-

Starvation in Africa: The Nation of Zambia Shares Continent-wide Problem
By Ruth L. Tisdale
Contributing Writer
Due to the droughts and
floods that have plagued
Zambia over the past year,
2.3 million people need
emergency food for survival.
Yet, the droughts and
floods are not the only things
contributing to Zambia's
starving people. Parts of the
Western Province are so challenging to reach the World
Food Program has had difficulty reaching these parts.
Five of the nine Zambian
provinces have felt the prolonged drought spells which
bas led to low cereal and
grain production. Most of the
people have resorted to eating wild fruits and vegetables
to survive.
"We got nothing," a Zambian woman named Harriet
told the British Broadcasting
Company.
Because the people have
to live off of wild food, many
of the people have developed
diarrhea. Even though Zam-

bia has an abundance of land,
many of the Zambians live in
poverty with most residents
have to living off of less than
a U.S. dollar a day.
Zambians have also tried
to live off of illegal poaching.
Pigs and poultry are the main
sources of income for families during ti.ls crisis. l\fany
farmers have b~'!n forced to
sell most of their livestock for
sources of income.
The animals in Zambia
have been starving as well,
a od there have been more
reports of animal attacks. A
crocodile killed three young
children in the Western
Province of Zambia, and elephants have destroyed many
fields looking for food.
Erratic
rains
and
droughts hit the Southern
province of Zambia the hardest. Over 60 percent of people from the Southern
province are in need of food
relief. Large floods in 2001
destroyed 24 percent of the
maize crop in the Southern
province. l\lany families have
been jailed for stealing crops,

and many other families try one million Zambians who
to sell the wild fruits and veg- were hit the hardest by the
etables in order to survive.
droughts, floods, and erratic
Zambia has one of the rains.
lowest population densities
By next July, the WFP
in the region and the dis- hopes to expand its operation
tances are farther to the mar- as a part of the emergency
ket than other cities.
regional operation.
Poor roads also restrict
trade between Zambia and
other neighboring countries.
The new Minister of Agriculture has created a Crop Marketing Agency to replace the
old Food Reserve Agency.
Under the new Crop Marketing Agency, the new minister
hopes to provide enough
funding to maintain strategic
food reserves and to stabilize
the market.
Early-planted
crops
escaped the effects of the
drought; many of Zambia's
people have turned to plant•
i-lg these crops. The people
are also turning to new crops
that are drought resistant
such as cotton, groundnuts,
cassava, and sweet potato.
In the mean time, the
World Food Program is currently providing food for over
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Against the District
By Ma rcus Mrowka
U-WIRE (DC BUREAU)

(U-WIRE)
WASHINGTON• Seven George Washington Unjversity students, many
of them sh1dent journalists,
filed a lawsuit again.s t the city
of Wash,ington, D.C., on Monday after they were arrested
during last month's IMF and
World Bank protests.
The students are arguing
that their • Constitu tional
rights were violated as journalists and observers when
they were swept up in a mass
arrest in Pershing Park along
with hundreds of poliHcal
advocates.
The lawsuit alleges that
authorities violated the students' rights under the First,
Fourth and Fifth Amendments
and accuses the D.C. police of
"abusive confinement" and
denying the students access to
counsel.
This marks the first suit
filed after the Sept. 27 incident where hundreds of protestors, journalists, and
observers were confined in
downtown D.C. for over two
hours by police in riot gear
and then arrested. Many of
those arrests spent hours in
temporary jails, handcuffed
ankJP to wrist.
Over half the plaintiffs are
GW Law School students who
were serving as observers for
the National Lawyers Guild at
the time of their arrest. The
others are journalists and
photographers for one of the
GW campus newspapers, The
Hatchet.
"These students bad a
Constitutional right to observe
and report on [the protests),"
says Attorney Daniel Schwartz
who is representing the students on a pro-booo basis.
Schwartz says his clients
were not allowed to disperse
the area and should "not have
been subjected to unreasonable search and seizure· by
the police.
"Many [of the students)
were held shackled on buses
for up to eight hours after
their arrest," Schwartz says.
Once at the jail the students
were subjected to ·cruel and
unusual punishment" and
many were shackled in a fetal
position for the duration of

the night.
Police say the students
failed to adhere to their orders
to disperse, but the sh1dents
in question say they never
heard an order and couldn't
leave the scene because of the
poHce blockade.
"It is the responsibil ity of
the police to ensure that
everyone hears the order to
disperse," Schwartz says.
GWU Law Professor
Jonathan Turley is also representing the students involved
and is calling into question the
constitutionality of the "trap
and arrest" method police
used throughout the day. Turley said the suit seeks to get
t he "trap-and-arrest" tactic
declared unconstitutional and
to clear the arrests from the
records of students and oth ers.
"The police do not have a
license to operate outside of
the U.S. Constitution when
faced with demonstrations."
Turley said in recent press
release.
Turley said that The
George Washington University and its students are especially vulnerable to the trapand-arrest technique.
"Since these protests
occurred virtually outside
their dormitories and schools,
students simply walking to the
corner would have been subject to arrest," he said.
D.C. Police Chief Charles
Ramsey is defending the
arrests that took place during
the protests.
"If they filed a suit, that's
their right, and we'll answer it
when the time comes," Ram•
sey told the Washlogton Post.
"I don't have any problem
with any of the actions taken
during IMF weekend.·
The city, the police
department, the U.S. Park
Police, the federal government
and individual officers and
officials bave all been named
in the suit.
The city has 30 days to
answer the complaint and the
federal government has 60,
but the plaintiffs believe the
complaint will be answered
soon.
"Once they answer, we'll
go from there,· said Schwartz.

Headline News: The Happenings from Around the Globe
Stop Smoking
Nudies
and Get to Work Nexte l ?
CAIRO • An Egyptian
governor has banned shisha
water pipe smoking in coffee shops to stop employees
from skipping work, according to Reuter's news service.
The ban went in to effect
Sunday in all cities of Qena
governorate
in central
Egypt.
Lab ib said he had
noticed people who should
have been working wer e
instead sitting in cafes and
smoking the popular "bubbly-bubb ly" pipes.
Shisha smoking is widely popular among both men
and women in Egyp t, with
coffee shops serving a wide
array of flavor ed tobacco
such as apple, strawberry
and rose.
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LONDON
Global
pornography producer Private
Med ia announced on Tuesday
it had launched an adult-oriented wireless portal for
British mobile phone users.
With the new offering,
dubbed "Private Stars," customers pay $9.32 to receive
a series of steamy SMS text
messages beamed to their
phone courtesy of one of the
Nasdaq- listed production
company's adult film stars.
At the end of the
exchange, a Web address
featuring the adult star is
sent to the handset.

B i env e nid os
Guiliani
MEXICO CITY • Former
New York City Mayor

Rudolph Giuliani will be
paid $4.3 million plus
expenses for a one-year contract to advise Mexico City's
mayor on reducing crime.
City legislators said the
top public safety official told
them in a closed-door session that business donors
wou Id pay for it.

the Russian cap ital had
rented out one of their
apartments to a private
individual who had assured
them it would be used for
•·charitable purposes."

Pro s titution
mee t s a P apal
Place

SAUDI
ARABIA
Guards foiled an attempt by
a Saudi gunman Tuesday t o
hijack a Saudi Arab ian Airlines flight from Sudan with
204 passengers and crew on
board, Saudi and Sudanese
offic ials said. Saudi Arabian
Airlines sa id in a statement
that no one was inju red as
the guards disarmed and
ar rested
the
wou ld-be
hijacker who was armed
with a pistol.

VATICAN CITY • The
Vatican stated that it was
outraged on Monday after a
church property in Moscow
was turned into a brot hel,
saying it was part of what it
sees as a long-running
smear campaign against the
Catholic Church in Russia.
In a statement, the Vatican said Franciscan friars in

Possible Airplane
Hijacking Averted

The Hilltop

Gunman
Sincerely ,
Shoots
Family Os ama
AFGHANISTAN
A
and Neighbors
statement attributed to
CHIER!, Jtaly •· A heavily armed gunman shot dead
his ex-wife and six other relatives and neighbors earlier
this week in the latest of a
set of killings involving families or children that have
shocked Italy.
Po lice
said
Mauro
Antonello, 40, used several
weapons to shoot his former
wife, her mother, his brother-in-law and h is wife, as
well as three neighbors in
Chieri, a subu rb of Turi n
before killing himself.
Antonello, a gun collector ,
used a revolver, a semi-automatic pistol and a submachi~e
gu n in the shooting spree.
Police told CNN that
authorities in Ch ieri found
eight bodies -- four men and
four women.

Osama bin Laden praises
attacks on U.S. Marin es in
Kuwait and a French supertanker off Yemen and warns
of new attacks on Western
economic targets .
The letter does not directly claim responsibility for
those attacks, but says they
were timed to coincide with
the October 7 anniversary of
the
U.S.
campaign
in
Afghan istan. It war ns there
will be no peace "until they
take their hands off our Muslim nation and stop their
aggr ession against us and
their support t o our enemies.•
Presiden t Bush claimed
on Monday tha t the incidents in Yemen and Kuwait
were each a "terrorist
attack."
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It's finally Homecoming
time and alumni from all across
the country and the world will
be making their pilgrimage to
the Mecca to reunite witl1 their
alma mater.
It is
always nice to see those
who came before you
come back to meet and
greet with current students. Our Alumni are
some of the brightest
and most powerful
people in America and
abroad; truly, we can
say that we have
"Leaders for America
and the Global Community."
Our alumni have seen
Howard at its worst and at its
best. Some attribute their success to their personal drive,
motivation, or a higher power.
But regardless of how any of
them have succeeded, Howard
has undoubtedly prepared them
in some way to be a leader.
However, it's quite odd that
our Alumni seem not to give
back. Howard University has
one of the worst alumni giveback rates. It seems very ironic
that you see tons of Howard

alumni sporting their paraphernalia, or claiming Howard at
every possible chance yet they
seem to come empty handed
when its time to give back.

OURVIEW

Huh? If you are giving for the
right reasons, you have to know
that you have done your part
simply to give and trust that the
University will use the money as
best they see fit.
Mismanaged
money would be
better than no
money at all.
During
Yardfest alumni
will clamor around
vendors to spend
their hard earned
money, but just see
how many of them
will clamor to the Alumni Affairs
tent and offer some of that
money (no matter bow big or
small) back to the place they
Jove to claim.
If you are an Alumni and
reading this piece, the students
need you as the same as you
once needed alumni. It is not
enough to graduate and have
Howard's name on everything
you own besides your check registry.
Your experience at
Howard was good enough to
come back so please, do us a
favor and giveback.

Howard alumni need to
give back if they plan to come
back.

Better to be Safe Than Sorry
Many students (not just
Howard University students)
across the nation disregard
fire drills within their residence halls. Whether students think of the drill as
another prank
or whether they
"have
more
important
things to do
than stand outside," following
emergency procedures
are
lacking.
During fire
drills,
many
students continue to sleep
or take a shower, among other things,
neglecting the possibility of
a conflagration.
Missing 15 minutes of
your favorite television program or losing 15 minutes of
sleep is not as detrimental as
being physically scarred for
life or worse, burning to

death.
As college students we

should be more mature
about fire drills and the possible consequence that can
result if we fail to follow

OUR VIEW

know? What would you do?
Hesitance or failure to
leave your room should not
be an option when the alarm
goes off.
Immediate reaction in
addition
to
alerting
your
neighbors
in
your hall should
be your first priority. It may
seem like a hassle but if a real
fire
should
occur you'd be
glad you left
your room when
you did.
TV networks
will always show
reruns, you can always get a
calling card and return th at
long distance call and clothes
can always be replaced (for
those of you who try to pack
during the drill).
Life however, is short,
precious and irreplaceable
when you lose it.

Students should take fire drills
seriously.

t

University
policy.
The
Hilltop believes it is better
to be safe than sorry. Yes,
fire drills are often inconvenient to our busy schedules, but in the long run it
proves to keep us safe.
Imagine, if there was a
real fire. How would you

The Hilltop:
The Students' Voice
Recently, The Hilltop and
its ed itors have been bombarded with pressure to cover
stories deemed important by
the administration.
Some editors have been
called numorous times by
administrators who all but
demand their story
ideas be printed.
It is in that spirit
that we would like to
clarify our purpose.
The Hilltop has
served as the voice of
Howard University
students for over 74
years.
When
suggestions cross our desk, we
examine the newsworthiness
of each story.
While a story about an
accomplishment or award
earned by the administration
is a feather in the hat of the
University, a story about students being attacked by community members or students
outraged by the Board of
Trustees nominating George
Bush for an honorary degree,
for example, will take precedence.
There is certainly a difference between a s tudent
newspaper and a public rela-

tions newsletter. The fact that
a department head or a highranking administrator "wants
to see an article" does not
mean the story will supercede
the other stories that may be
more t imely.
The llilltop is not the only
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An editorial judgment is
made independent of those
who want to be featured.
It is imperative that the
process is understood so
there is no misunderstanding
as to our role as the student's
voice.
addition,
In
with
coverage
comes
scrutiny.
The Hilltop from
time to time needs
comments
from
various administrative offices and are
often told' "no comment."''
Reporters'
phone calls are evaded or
unreturned. We find it ironic
that we are sought by all
means necessary to publish
an accomplishment, but have
difficulty gathering information relating to other stori es.
We would like to make it
clear that we welcome suggestions, but we ask that
those who request coverage
respect our process and our
decisions as to what is newsworthy.
Our purpose is to serve
the Howard University community and we will continue
to do so.

The Hilltop is the Voice of
the students, not the
administration.
outlet on campus that communicates the achievements
of the University.
The other media include
the University-wide email
system, the Capstone magazine, and the University's
main web sit e through the
News and Events or the
Campus Happenings links.
Newsrooms get press
r eleases everyday about
events that organizations
view as relevant, but it is the
role of the editor(s) to decide
whether the information
should make the newspaper
or the newscast.

Many alumni will claim that
they won't give back because they
remember how bad registration
was or their dorm or how rude an
administrator was to them. Now,
isn't there something odd about
that statement? Doesn't this just
sound like a fallacy of reasoning?
If times were so bad here then
why not contribute to make them
better for those who have to come
behind you?
Some alumni who claim
they are willing to give say they
don't because they "don't know
where the money is going."
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FcomKwame
Tureand
James Farmer,
to George W.
Bush
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Student
Leadership?
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Jamaal R. Brown

"Tlte struggle for tlte
soul of Howard U11iversity,
Black America a11d tile
World"
Jonathan Hutto Sr.
As I reflected on the reasons why my alma mater
would consider giving George
W. Bush an honorary degree, I
reflected on the core values,
mission and vision of the institution.
Why would
Howard
University wan t to honor a
president whose agenda is not
only anti African/ African
American, but is also anti tabor
During the 1998-99
school year, I served as the
undergraduate trustee of
Howard University. Myself,
along with the graduate
trustee, Randy Short, worked
at our jobs which were to
ensure that the immediate
interest of the undergraduate
and graduate students were
not underestimated, undervalued or marginalized when
the Board of Trustees met and
made final decisions which
impact the University community.
It was during this time we
successfully
lobbied
for
Kwame Ture and James
Farmer to receive honorary
degrees.
Kwame Ture was one of
the key leaders and voices of
the Black Power Movement in
America, raising the cry of
Black Power alt over the U.S.
and the world.
James Farmer was the
architect and visionary of the
Freedom Rides (1961) that
tested the legality of interstate
bus travel for blacks and
brought the attention of the
world on the harsh racism, torture and"death that blacks and
civil rights workers faced in the
South.
Upon
hearing
that
President George W. Bush was
being considered as an honorary degree recipient and
speaker for this year's commencement exercises, many
images and historical occurrences ran through my mind,
heart and soul; all of which is
dedicated to the total liberation of oppressed people across
the world.
Is this the same George
Bush who in the midst of a
Republican primary battle in
South carolina appealed to the
most openly racist university
in America to appeal for votes
and to solidify his support for
the Confederate flag?
T~e same George Bush,
who as Governor of Texas, led
the nation in state sanctioned
lynchings and limited the
appeals
of
those
convicted? The majority of
those legally lynched, were
African American males. And
who would not sign the Hate
Crimes bill in the aftermath of
the ,~cious dragging death of
James Byrd.
Bush has a closed-door
policy with Civil Rights organizations s ince his tenure as
President. He has shown the
nation and world his utter disrespect of black life, by executing Gary Graham (Shaka
Sankofa), a juvenile offender,
on the testimony of one shady
eyewitness.
During the presidential
campaign, Bush said he was
not in favor of affirmative
action but affirmative access.
He opposed the World
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Undergrad Trustee Strikes Back!
Last Friday's National
Enquirer-like issue of The
Hilltop leaves many concerned
students, myself inclu ded,
fearing what will be next:
front-page coverage of Michael
Jackson's latest plastic surgery
or maybe the most recent spotting of Elvis Presley.
It's sad that such an
unjustified story, editorial,
and cartoon was printed
about me just one month
into the school year and just
days after I had a seemingly
positive telephone conversation with the editor-in-chief,
Lauren Anderson.
I gave her some background information about
my pos iti on and I s tressed
the importance of us working together for the benefit
of the students here at
Howard
University.
Somehow, it turned into an
unofficial " interviPw" with
Ms. Anderson grossly misinterpreting my words.
We live in a nation
where the overwhelming
majority of med ia outlets
depict African Americans in
a negative light and fail to
report the positive att rib-

utes that we make to society.
Consequently, the Howard
community should be able to
pick up The Hilltop and r ead
about the positive efforts
and accomplishments of its
stu dents,
faculty,
and
admin istration.
Instead, we have the old
"crabs in the barrel" mentality
where our campus newspaper
puts itself vs. student leaders,
students vs. administration,
and worst of alt, students vs.
other s tudents. In spite of
this, I seek not to contribute
to this nonsense, but rather
clarify my position.
Contrary to last week's
front-page quotation from
Jonathan Hutto, the true
role of the student trustee is
to ensure that in the long
term strategic planning for
the University and the students' best interests and
concerns are maintained.
Furthermore, I have
never been "weary of talking
about
board
meetings
because of the confidentiality pledge." The chairma n of
the board, Mr. Frank
Savage, is th e official
spokesperson for the Board

of Trustees, not the stude nt
trustees. We can and do,
however, provide insight on
information that is already
deemed public.
Unfor tunately,
The
Hilltop prints what will feed
its desire to be controvers ial
and sensational, so the following upd ate may never
make front page news: In an
attempt to bring University
issues directly from the
Board to the student body,
next week's perspective will
provide informat ion about
the $250 million Capital
Campaign a nd will offer ways
for students to become more
involved in the initiative.
Although tuition rates
have not been discussed in
any detail for the next academic year, November's perspective will shed light on
the factors that will influence the Board's decision.
Following that, I will make a
substantial effort to gather
the position of the students
so that I may adequately
expr ess our position to the
rest of the Board when the
time comes.
Moreover, approximate-

ly 200 surveys have been
completed and I'm aiming to
reach each undergraduate
student for his or her participation. These surveys gather our opinions on topics,
such as President Bush's
nomination as a possible
spea ker, the dynamics of
Freshman Seminar, and
Howard's emphasis on contemporary issues facin g
African Americans and the
African Diaspora.
Finally, I just want to
stress that I believe in what
The Hilltop can be, I believe
in the student body, and I
believe in ou r faculty and
admi nistration. Only in
working with one another,
and not against each other,
will things get accomplished.
So I ask those who may have
questions and concerns to
please contact me and hope fully work with me so that we
can move forward together.

Jaha Howard, Undergraduate Trustee, can be
reached atjahah@hotmail.com.
Letters to the editor can be submitted to www.thehilltoponline.com.

I Voted For George W. Bush, He's Pro-Life
Dear Editor,

My dad was most adamant

I voted for him on one issue
and one issue alone: Abortion.
Ivoted for George W. Bush.
thoroughly listed all the many reaI am a fer\-ent pro-lifer, and I
I reafue this statement from a sons why I should not vote for do not believe women should ha\-e
young black female is probably Bush: Bush is going to ruin the the right to "lawfully" take the life
very shocking, in fact my room- economy; Bush is not for the Black of their child: a human being.
mate nearly fainted away when I American; and plenty others.
As president, Gore vowed to
told her.
And you know, I eventually uphold abortion as law, while
Now, before my mailbox over- had to concede to some of the Bush promised to do what he
flows with hate mail let me share issues. I totally agree with some of could to fight for life. My decision
why. My family is democratic and the things everyone says about hung between two choices: Do l
I too am registered as a democrat, Bush.
SELFISHLY \'Ote for myself and
so we had many debates about the
Well, you may say, "what then all of the benefits I could gain with
Presidential election.
pos.5eSSed you to vote for Bush?"
Gore as president, or do I follow
against my voting for Bush. He

the conscience of my heart and
vote for the sanctity of God-gh-en
life, while 1n1Sting Christ for the
outcome.
I chose life. h'Oted forGco~e
W. Bush, and so did my dad.
And I do not have any problems having the CWTent President
of the United
States speak at the 2003
Commencement Service.
In His Name,
Tottja H. McGill

'----------------------------------------------...J
Conference Against Racism in
Durban South Africa because
the topic of reparations was not
removed from the agenda.
Bush was selected (not
elected) President of the United
States by the Supreme Court
despite the fact that the majority of Americans ( 90 percent of
African Americans) did not vote
for him; with thousands having
their votes discarded, or intimidated and turned away at the
polls.
The ideological foundation
of this current president did not
start with him, rather it started
with
his
father. Then
Congressman George Bush Sr.
voted against the passage of the
Civil Rights Act of 1964 which
was inspired by the "March On
Washington."
George Bush Sr. served as
Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) at a
time when the Cou nter

Intelligence Program (COINTELPRO) of the FBI was in full
swi ng, nominated Clarence
Thomas to the Supreme Court,
vetoed the CiviJ Rights Act of
1990 and allowed his campaign
to feature "Willie Horton• ads
to drum up an angry white back
lash in order to insure his election victory in 1988.
President George Bush represents everything that I know
my alma mater to be opposed to
and fighting against.
Frederick Douglass, one of
the principle founders of
Howard and the longest serving
trustee in the University's history (25 years) once said: "Find
out just what a people will submit to, and you have found the
exact amount of injustice and
wrong which will be imposed
upon them; and these will continue until they are resisted
with either words or blows, or
with both. The limits of tyrants

are
prescribed
by
the
endurance of those whom they
oppress".
Clearly, the attempt by elements of Howard to embrace
George W. Bush has larger
implications far beyond the
Staff,
Students,
Faculty,
Administration, Board and
Alumni of the University.
This is a fight and struggle
for the soul of Howard and
indeed the soul of Black
America and the entire world.
We have come to far, we
have cried to long, we shed too
much blood to have our dignity
compromised and trampled
upon in such an overt and disrespectful fashion. We must
mobilize to ensure that Howard
University, the symbol of Black
progress in the face of racism
and white supremacy, stays
true to its core values and continues to not only speak truth to
power but also truth to the
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powerless.
Finally, our calling as the
current generation of youth
and students, is to embrace our
historical role as it relates to
struggle. Students and youth
have historically been the
spark, the catalyst which has
set in motion mass action and
organization
Now is the time to act. Lets
us lock arms and join hands as
a united world and fight back
against the Bush agenda.
Jonathan Hutto Sr. is a
alumnus of Howard University;
former HUSA President (199798) and Undergraduate Trustee
(1998-99). He currently serves
as Membership Program
Coordinator for the MidAtlantic regional office of
Amnesty International. He can
be
reached
at
jhutto121@aol.com.
Please
submit letters to the editor to
www.thehilltoponline.com.

I'm curious. Were you at
the last General Assembly ii
meeting? Do you even know
when it was? I'd wager,
probably not.
That may not be so bad
when you consider that half
of your representatives
weren't present, many of
whom also weren't aware
that one was even held.
I find it odd that the only
elected
representatives
bound by a confident;ality
oath are often the ones under
severe ridicule for their lack
of visibility.
I cannot vouch for what
Jaha Howard says or does in
a Board of Trustees meeting.
I ,viii, however, guarantee
you that he is present. I could
be wrong but I doubt it. The
Undergraduate
Student
Assembly, the General •
Assembly, and the HUSA
Policy Board typically have
open meetings (when they
meet quorum).
The members of those
bodies may be ~sible...on the
Yard, in the Punch-Out, at
the game, but are they ~sible
at the meeting? Any opinion,
regardless to whom it
belongs, becomes greatly
inval idated when you don't
show up to express it. Aren't
you a student leader? That
may be the problem.
When we finally do meet,
we spend more time arguing
over issues of complete irrelevance or, at best, little circumstance. That, however,
is not what disturbs me
most. As a marginalized and
often muted group within the
greater society, I would hope
that we would be more reticent about doing the same to
each other.
Yet and still, we effectually intimidate others to the
point of silence, inaction,
and/or acquiescence. The
point of a democratic system
is to ensure that all are repre- •
sented. Instead of being for
the people and by the people,
our system has become
tyrannical and largely distant
from the student body.
Ru !es are meant to provide
and maintain order.
The only time we are
interested in following them,
however, is for our own convenience and to denigrate
others. At our most recent
meeting, after it became blatantly obvious that we erred
in a past decision, did week
seek to rectify the situation?
No. Nor did we offer a simple apology.
I have said much in
hopes of conveying one message: we need to get it
together, now. With the way
we behave toward each
other; is there really any
question
concerning
Administration and why it
largely rejects our opinions?
I am sorry if I have irreparably damaged any personal
relationships.
Make no mistake, however. I do not apologize. I
meant to offend many and
agitate even more. We have
yet to realize our potential
synergies and the differences
they can make.
For me to continue to idly
watch as we perpetually do
nothing but disparage ourselves does a disservice to
you, me, and most importantly the students I represent.
I welcome any response
you choose to offer. Even
more, though, I encourage
us, collectively, to change.

All
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BOOKBAGS, TOTE BAGS, BACK PACKS, ETC. WILL NOT BE PERMITTED
IN GREENE STADIUM. ALSO, NO BOTTLES, CANS, COOLERS OR ALCOHOL

HOMECOMING
12 NOON, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 19@GREENE STADIUM
HOWARD UNIVERSITY vs. Morgan State U.
STUDENTS WITH "CAPSTONE CARDS" MAY PICK UP A FREE TICKET
AT CRAMTON AUDITORIUM LOWER LEVEL
THROUGH TODAY, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18, FROM 10 am TO 6 pm
(WHILE SUPPLIES LAST, .......)
- NO FREE STUDENif TICKETS ON DAY OF GAME •

CONGRATULATIONS!! The MEAC selected:
•Marques Ogden as the Offensive Lineman ...
•Brian Johnson as Defensive Player... and
•Jamar Smith as Rookie ...
... OF THE WEEK

BOOKBAGS, TOTE BAGS,
BACK PACKS, ETC.
WILL NOT BE PERMITTED
IN BURRGYM

6Pl\'I, FRIDAY, OCTOBER 18 @ THE BURR
HOWARD vs. Hampton U. &
7PM, TUESDAY, OCT. 22 @ THE BURR
HOWARD vs. Morgan State U.
•
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HU ALUMNI MEET
TODAY, 5PM, FRIDAY, OCT.18
@ THE BURR POOL
BOOKBAGS. TOTE BAGS, BACKPACKS, ETC. WILL NOT BE PERMITTED
IN GREENF STADIUM ALSO, NO BOTTLES, CANS, COOLERS OR ALCOHOL
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HOWARD vs. Florida lnt'I U.
SUNDAY, OCT. 20, 1PM
@GREENE STADIUM

6

.
)

HOWARD vs. Alabama A&M U.
NEXT FRIDAY, OCT. 25, 6PM
@ GREENE STADIUM
BEST WISHES TO:
TENNIS (Men) @ South Carolina Invitational - Oct 18-20
BOWLING @ 1st EPMIBC- Oct 19-20
WOMEN'S SOCCER @American - Oct. 23
VOLLEYBALL @ Delaware State - Oct. 24
Division of Student Affairs
A12
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Bison Briers

•

MEAC FOOTBALL
Morgan St
NC A&T

30
13

Delaware St
7
Bethune-Cookman 49
Bowie St
Hampton

0
49

Howard
Florida A&M

28
24

S. Carolina St.

35

Norfolk St.

9

MEAC STANDINGS
1. Bethune-Cookman
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

(3-0, 7-0)
S. Carolina St.
(2-0. 5-1)
Hampton
(2-0, 4-2)
Howard
(1-1, 3-2)
Florida A&M
(2-2, 4-3)
N. Carolina A&T
(1-1, 3-3)
Morgan State
(1-2, 2-4)
Norfolk State
(0-3, 2-3)
Delaware State
(0-3, 2-5)

Cross Country
At Penn State National

Men's Results
103rd Troy McArthur
28:44.15
104th Juma Osman
28:49.22

Women's Results
101 st Ashley Vann
24:14.14
109th Tasha Harris
2ii.25 48
122nd Indira Garcia
24:46.30

Men's

Bison Prepared to Claw it Out with Bears Saturday
By Elena Bergeron
Sports Editor
With both teams coming off
of conference rocking upsets,
this weekend's homecoming
match-up between the Bison
football team and Morgan State
could turn uglier than Whitney
Houston's last concert.
After shocking the MEAC
with an upset over preseason
favorite Florida A&M in
Tallahassee last Saturday, the
Bison (3-2 overall, 1-1 MEAC)
look to extend a two-game winning streak during which the
team has racked up 77 points,
averaging 416 yards of total
offense over the sooring binge.
However, the Bears (2-4
overall, 1-2 MEAC) enter Greene
Stadium with momentum of
their own after stunning North Senior QB Donald Clark scans
Carolina A&T in a 30-13 Aggie
homecoming defeat and a nar- tougher than originally imagined
row loss to unbeaten Bethune- when the meeting was scheduled. Picked by many to finish in
Cookman the week prior.
"Morgan's been a lot like us seventh or lower in the MEAC
in the past couple of years," and a perennial homecoming
Bison Head Coach Ray Petty opponent selection, Morgan
said. "The difference is now they pairs evenly against the Bison; a t
believe they can win. We just least on paper.
The Bears boast the MEAC's
have to line up and play sound
current
offensive and special
football."
That task may prove to be teams players of the week in sen-
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Photo by Marie Coleman
the field for an open receiver.

ior tailback T.J. Stallings and
senior kicker Jon Voroshilin;
Stallings reeling off 28 carries for
142 yards and an 11-yard touchdown run and Voroshilin launching four punts for an average of
42.5 yards against the Aggies.
By contrast, the blue and
white bring to the table the
MEAC's offensive lineman of the
week (senior center/right tackle

Marques Ogden), rookie or the
week
(freshman
punt
returner/nmning back ,Jamar
Smith), and defensive player of
the week (junior defensive back
Brian Johnson).
The all-time series stands
knotted at 32-32-3, though the
Bison have demonstrated recent
mastery over the Bears, taking
the last seven meetings and 19 of
the last 20. But the two teams'
recent performances prove Uiat
statistics are not always accurate
predictors.
One of the difference makers
in the game will probably be the
play or Bears freshman quarterback Brad Llttlejohn, a 6'3", 258
lb. converted linebacker who
leads the team in rushing with
557yards.
"Llttlejohn makes a difference because they put him in situations where he can use his athleticism," Petty said. 'They have
other weapons like Stallings and
their tight end (Vishan
Shiancoe], but it all starts with
Littlejohn."
Stallings is Littlejohn's
favorite target, averaging 13.6
yards over 23 receptions, while
Sbiancoe has 15 catches for 342
yards.
Another match up to watch
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in the game will be how the battered Bison offensive line will
bold up against a Morgan defensive line that averages 6'3", 270
lb. With center Mark Owens (out
for the season), linesmen Willie
Shine
(questionable)
and
Richard Doroeus (doubtful) all
hobbled by injuries, the Bears
will challenge a Bison offense
plagued by turnovers (four fumbles and two interceptions at
FAMU).
"They're big; they just get in
people's way and cause
turnovers,• Petty said.
Offensh·ely, the Bison find
aerial relief when senior quarterback Donald Clark can target
receivers such as juniors Shaun
Miller and Jonathan Brewer left
open by double and triple co,·erage of senior wide-out Kevin
Simmonds.
"Brewer's probably one of
the fastest people in the conference. We have some weapons,
we just have to mix it up on
offense," Petty said.
Ultimately, the two teams
both come into Saturday's game
with an opportunity to make
headway in conference standings. Howard is ranked fourth
while Morgan has taken ovfr
seventh place.

Soccer
1 2 F

Howard
Adelphi

0 0 0
3 1 4

Volleyball
Qc.loti/H 1Q

Howard
O
Morgan St. 3
(30-19.30-18,30-20)
QQ!Qb.fil...15
Howard
3
Coppin
1
(30-21, 28-30, 30-21,
30-21)

ATHLETE OF THE
WEEK

Brian Johnson
The Junior cornerbackforced a fumble, recovered a fumble end had two
cruclel Interceptions In
the Bison's win over
FAMU lest Saturday.

Bl

-----------------·----"-------,---
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Andrea Gardner: Black Star Power
Former Lady Bison's Transition from MEAC to WNBA

By Melanie M. Clarke
Hilltop Staff Writer

WHUf is getting ready for its
matchup against Morgan State
with all the making.s of an NFL gig,
amping up its broadcast by adding
a pre-game show to the lineup.
The show features stories
about players such as Charles
Woodall, who went from being
labeled a Proposition 48 player his
freshman year to being an honors
student in the grad school, and linebacker Tracy White, who is considered "a vicious warrior• on the field,
but more of a •quiet storm· off the
field. In a candid intcr.'ic•w, \','hite
ex-plains why his father ha.s never
i:een him play.
The show C\'en profiles the
band director, John Newson, who
takes time to recall his days at
Morgan State, talk about his 15hour band rehe.·1rsals and explain
y he doesn't do choreography.
Producer John Nash, a
Howard alumus, was asked by
WHUT to produce the show to
open the game this weekend.
Nash's idea was to build a show
arounJ the football game, but grew
into stories about the people. Nash
wanted it to be more of an "inside
the helmet" kind offeel, to show not
only the team but also the
University in the best light possible.
The toughest part of the project for Nash was deciding which
parts to keep and which to cul out
for a one-time production instead
of a series.
~- cutting a one-hour inter'iew into 3 minutes,• Nash said.
Na5h has tag teamed the program with a three-man production
earn. but assumed writing responStbilities and operated the ramera.
''When )'OU take Oil projects
ike this, you're not going to have a

lot of prople."
TI1e
School
o
Cormnunications alumnus worked
as a ~tudent producer at Howard,
and was one of the follllding mem•
bers, along with Sonya Ray, of the
student-produced
shm
"Spotlight". He worked on the WI)
first show broadcru.led at Howard
University's television station in
November, 198o.
After graduation, he worked a.~
a Technital Manager for BET's
Black College Football, has wor ·
on two Olympics, two Good, ·
Games, and has worked for eve
major network covering sport
including ABC, NBC, FOX, ESPN
and Comcast SportsNet.
Nash wants to use his skills to
produce a quality show and
"upgrade the broadcast• from one
game a year to po,;sil,ly more.
The icing on the cake came
when the team found out that the"
show would he part of a multi-cl
broadcast spon!,Ored by The Boein
Company. "Usually it's just a local
network, but when there's more
audience, you put a lot more into
it," Nash said
At this Sprinp;'s Emm~
Awards. ~ash m,'t up 1,ith sa.tiya
l\lcClinton, who gl'aduated from
the School of Communications in
May. The two kept in touch and he
eventually Na.sh chose her to h
the pre-game show.
"She impressed me. She'.
done a really, really good job."
As
an
undergraduate,
l\lcClinton served as hostess and
super.ising producer of CamplLS
l\'eM, for WHUT. Sbe is now a Stll·
dent in Howard's Law School.
"In U1e end, this entire project
for me was about the networking
opportunities that should exist
through Howard University."
Nash said.

By Chantel Harley
Contributing Writer

and people were always telling minutes. During her first seaher that she would play in the son, she played in 30 games
WNBA, Gardner-Combs still totaling 57 points and 198 minFrom the 2002 WNBA had some doubt. The thought utes.
draft, to graduation, to mar- was in the back of her mind,
"I believe that God put me
riage, former Lady Bison bas- but it didn't become a reality in the right spot at the right
ketball player Andrea Gardner- until her junior year at Howard time; that's all there is to it,"
Combs has had more on her when someone told her that Gardner-Combs
said.
plate than the average college they didn't think she would be "Everyone always talked about
graduate.
able to make it to the WNBA.
During her senior year last
April, Gardner-Combs was
drafted as the Utah Starzz 27th
pick. The 6'3 forward/center is
the second Howard graduate in
the history of the university to
be drafted into the league.
"The Utah Starzz saw her
athleticism and knew that she
would be a great investment,"
sa id Lady Bison basketball
coach Cathy Parson. ''She was a
dominating player in every
way, as a Lady Bison and in the
Mid-Eastern
Athletic
Conference.•
While
at
Howard,
Gardner-Combs was a twotime MEAC Player of the Year
j
.;,
(2001, 2002) and All-MEAC
http://www.u1ahstarzz.com
File Photo
First Team (2001, 2002) selection, as well as the top
rebounder in the conference.
Left, two-time MEAC Player of the Year Gardner as a Lady
In addition, she ranked second
Bison. Right, Gardner at the free-throw line for the Utah
in field goal percentage, third Starzz.
in scoring, and fifth in blocked
shots.
During the 2000-2001 sea"Because this person didn't what my game lacked and
son, Gardner-Combs led the believe in me, r had to show never wanted to realize that I
nation in rebounding. She myself that I deserved this and have the most powerful thing
ranks third on Howard's all- I knew I could do it," Gardner- and that is God. With Him in
time rebounding list and sii.1:h Combs said.
my life, any and everything is
in scoring. The 22-year old is
And that's exactly what she possible."
only the third person in did.
Gardner-Combs considers
Howard's history to record
Since her career in the herself a blessed individual and
1000 points and 1000 WNBA, Gardner-Combs has feels that her rookie season
rebounds.
made many records. She ranks with the Starzz was great.
Although her statistics first in offensive rebounds and
"I was given a lot of oppor•
speak of her great athleticism second in rebounds per 40 tunities to shine and I had a lot

..

riding on me because I came
from an all-black school,"
Gardner-Combs said. "There
were a lot of people counting
on me to fail, but my teammates and coaches stood by me
and showed me the love that I
needed to make it through."
She admits that the transition from college basketball to
the WNBA was not exactly
easy.
"The game and season
moves along in a very fast pace.
Some days were wonderful and
other days I was ready to pack
my bags, but I knew that I
would be letting my family,
friends, and both Howard and
Starzz teammates down,"
Gardner-Combs said.
She saw many similarities
between her Utah teammates
and Howard teammates; the
main difference was just that
her Starzz teammates are
older.
"We sing and dance and
act crazy just the same,"
Gardner-Combs said.
Although she is building
relationships with her new
teammates, she still cherishes
her relationships with her
Howard teammates.
"Those girls are my babies,
my sisters. We have been
through a lot together and I
will not trade them in for the
world," she said. "I love them
and miss them oh so much."
The Washington, D.C.,
native recently married \ong
time love, Robert Combs, on
Sept. 14 and they now live in a
four-bedroom house in Toledo,
Ohio. She plans to find a job
where she can be a teacher
and/or coach.
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Cross-Country Dodges Puddles,
Competition at Penn State
By Keishia Thorpe
Contributing Writer

The men and women's crosscountry teams had it rough at the
Penn State National Cross•
Country meet held Saturday at
University Park. Up against
nationally ranked teams such as
Providence, Villanova, West
Virginia, and William and Mary,
the meet took the men and
women across a puddle-ridden,
rain-soaked course.
Both team's schlepped
through the continuous rain, the
women's team finishing 17th of 19
teams and the men landing in
16th of 17 teams overall.
TI1e pace setters for the meet
were Megan Metcalfe of West
Virginia with a time of 20-minutes, 49.72 seconds (covering 3.75
miles) and Eric Collins of Speed
River TC, Ontario, finishing with
a time of 25:58.72 (covering 5.2
miles).
·Despite the tough field, we
managed to nm pretty well in the
mud and rain," Head Coach
Michael Merritt said.

The conditions of the course
did not psyche out the women's
team as freshman standout
Ashley Vann again led the team;
prevailing over the tough course
finishing 101st in a field of 211
runners at 2,p4.14, cutting 13
seconds off her time in last week's
meet at George Mason.
"It was a high caliber meet,"
Vann said. "We had a lot of competition and we all ran better than
last week. I ran a better time even
though I was not in front."
Vann's teammates Tasha
Harris and Indira Garcia also
improved their times, running
2,r25-48 (109th) and 24:46.30
(122nd), respectively.
"There's always room for
improvement," Harris said.
·under the conditions, I think we
did well. We dot out with the pack
and couldn't maintain and so we
fell back."
Troy McAithur (103rd) led
the men's te:>m this weekend, fin.
ishing at 28:44.15, immediately
followed by teammate Juma
O~man (28:49.22). The men all
got out in the beginning and

quickly fell to the middle of the
pack. However, while others
maintained or fell back,
McArthur and Osman worked
their way up front.
The men, however, seemed
unaffected by the weather.
·1 k-ind of liked it," C',erald
Bright said. "It was cold and
muddy, but that did not affect my
perfo1mance; I did my best."
"It was an up and down meet
for me. I think we could have
down better as a team,• freshman
Leon Snyder said. ·we took this
as a la,;t stepping-stone for conference. Towards the end of this
season l have gotten stronger and
we want to show everybody we
are stronger than [our] 3rd place
[conference finish]."
As the MEAC Championship
draws near, the teams take a break
in time for Homecoming weekend,
confident in their improvement.
"They are ready for MEAC
because they have shown they can
compete against the best teams,"
Merritt said. "I predict that the
men and women will place in the
top three."
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Friday, October 18, 2002
11 :30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Howard's Own John Dunson ►
signs "Keeper of Secrets"
f

3:00 p.m.- 4:00 p.m.
◄ Howard's Owrt Omar Tyree
signs "Leslie"
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Rap Artist, Queen Pen ►
· signs "Situations"

Saturday, October 19, 2002
2:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
◄ Jonathan Holloway signs "Confronting the Veil: Abran1 Harris Jr.,
E.Frazier, and Ralph Bunche, 1919 - 1941"
3:00 p.rn. - 4:30 p.m.
◄ Alicia Singleton signs "Dark Side of Valor''

For more infonnation contact us at:

202-238-2640
2225 Georgia Ave., NW, Washington, DC 20059
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MEDIA from page A 1

as she cut the ribbon at
approximately 11:15 a.m.
Anderson asserts she is excited
about the opening of the new
converged media Jab and sees
its opening as "an opportunity
for students to understand all
aspects of media including
broadcast, print, and advertising."
Other guest included
Provost, A. Toy CaldwellColbert, Dean of the School of
Communications,
Jannette
Dates, NNPA editor-in-chief,
George Curry, and NNPA
President Jake Oliver.
Other persons that played a
major role in the labs opening
were Chairman of the
Journalism Department, Philip
Dixon, Professor Clint Wilson,
Lab Director/Professor Robin

GAME from page A 1
ment The equipment is then
linked to a television or projection device in the room where it
will be displayed, basically in the
same way cable is broadcast in
homes.
'This is simply a new and
unique application," said
Weaver.
For Weaver and Boeing, it is
an illustration of how this technology can be used by the university population here and on other
campuses throughout the counPLAN from page A 1
Catholic's student center for
example is now a bomb shelter.
The University needs it, but I
don't think it's on Howard's priority list. There are more immediate things to worry about,"
admits Stefanie Brown, UGSA
representative.
Sophomore
Mario
Odighizuwa, said he feels
·unless they convey it in a manner that is going to be effective

Thornhill, and Barbara Hines.
Curry, along with his staff
will be setting up their office
next to the new lab next week
and will serve as mentors to the
blackcollegeview.com staff.
Curry, says the lab will link the
black press to black students.
It will give students sufficient amounts of journalism
experience as well as give them
an opportunity to build their
credentials, given that they will
be treated as profes·ionals, he
said.
Oliver says the vision for
the converged media lab came
about 3 years ago. Although
major players at NNPA
involved with the project at the
beginning are not with NNPA
anymore, Oliver retained the
project, but said at times it was
challenging and difficult.
Oliver says in a year the
program might be expanded to
other historically black colleges

and universities' journalism
departments.
While the converged media
lab incorporates many aspects
of journalism- including, but
not limited to print and broadcast- it also deals heavily with
the advertising and public relations aspects of journalism.
Dixon says, "These are
wonderful tools and a wonderful opportunity for our students
to gain a firm practical foundation and a competitive edge."
Blackcollegeview .corn's
advertising
managers
LePorsche Talton and Wesley
Forte express their admiration
and said they will definitely
make use of all that the new
converged media lab has to
offer and look forward to
working in the lab regularly.
For more information
about the new converged
media lab visit blackcollegeview.com.

try. Schools can apply this to provide electronic learning to students not only across the country,
but overseas as well.
The broadcast is a classic
case of preparation meeting
opportunity. Weaver has worked
on putting together this type of
idea for nearly twenty years, writing up the proposal earlier this
year, just before Boeing restructured. Once that was completed,
his project came back to the fore.
Weaver admits there was
"some good timing" on his side.
Boeing gave the University a

demonstration and Weaver
found the resources for the project. Boeing gave approval two
weeks later for the Homecoming
broadcast
Though Boeing maintains
relationships with 15 other
minority higher learning
Institutions, it was Weaver's
idea to begin with Howard, for
more than the obvious reasons.
'This provides a mechanism
that could bridge the digital
divide,• Weaver said.
All in the name of the
game.

to the students, then it's not
going to work just as the fire
drills don't usually work in evacuating students.··
For example, Llie PA system
in Carver doesn't even work to
announce
emergencies,
Odighizuwa said.
The University has put in a
conscious effort in evolving a
proper evacuation plan to protect the lives of its students. Last
year's attacks caught Howard off
guard, a11d Howard University

wants to be prepared if there is a
next time.
'These plans are not academic exercises, they're real,"
Swygert said. "The search is for
better ways of dealing with these
challenges."
For more information on
emergency preparedness, visit
the Emergency Management
Agency of D.C. at dcema.dc.gov
or the Federal Emergency
Management
Agency
at
www.fema.gov.

BUSH from page A1

reflect or exude anything in
common ,vith the mission of
Howard University or its student body," Shabazz said.
Students like Shanelle
Wells, a senior political science
major, discussed the controversial nomination in her political
behavior class and resolves the
nomination creates conflict.
"It is beneficial in terms of
exposure for the University,"
Wells said. •1 see conflict
because he will be speaking
from a republican perspective
to a largely democrat population," Wells said.
Wells also thinks Bush's
actions do not merit a nomination.
"If George Bush were to get
a honorary deg~ee. what would
he be getting it for?" Wells
asked. "There are so many other
people who have made significant contributions who should
be honorary degree recipients."
In a Board of Trustees
meeting held on Sept. 28 a list
of 2003 convocation and honorary degree recipients were

approved.
Those approved include,
Stanley O'neal, CFO Merrill
Lynch; Thomas W. Jones,
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer of Citigroup's Global
Investment Management and
Private Banking Group; Jeffery
R. Immelt, CEO of General
Electric; Deval L. Patrick,
Executive Vice President and
general counsel of the CocaCola Company; Ken Bu rns,
Documentary
Producer;
Morgan Freeman, outstanding
actor; Tom Joyner, radio personality; Sydney Portier, academy award ,vinning actor;
Denzel Washington, academy
award winning actor, two-time
Pulitzer prize winning playwright; Johnnie Cochran, celebrated attorney; Willie Gary,
attorney and philanthropist;
Condelezza Rice, the national
security
Advisor,
Bush
Administration;
Antonia
Novello, physician, first woman
and first minority to be appointed Surgeon General of the
United States.

a silver ladder roof rack and a
blown taillight.
easily accessible.
In response to the shootings,
Under such theories, Seven the University Provost and Chief
Corners Shopping Center seemed Academic Officer, A. Toy caldwellan unlikely scene for the serial Colbert issued a statement via esniper. It raises the fact that the mail Thursday afternoon. It read:
sniper has changed gears possibly
"The recent tragedies involvand set sights on more populated ing sniper attacks in the
areas. Also since the area presents Washington Metropolitan area are
an intricate tangled mess of stop of serious concern to Howard
lights, parking lots, and strips of Unh-ersity officials.
stores that would make escaping
Howard Uni,-ersity places the
the scene seemingly impossible-- highest priority on the safety and
not in this case.
welfare of its students, employees,
The gunman has targeted and guests. We believe our campus
"regular" people who perform remains safe. Campus Police are on
everyday activities like moving the heightened alert and are in continlawn, shopping, and fueling vehi- uous contact witl1 local police and
cles with gas. The death toll now other law enforcement agencies. As
remains at eight and two other vic- a precautionary measure, Campus
tims have been critically wounded. Police presence has been reinIn addition to a help line, forced with additional officers."
police have notified area residents
The effects these events ha,-e
to be aware of a light colored van. become the talk of the campus.
'The latest detailed make and
"I do not feel safe, but I an1
model are Chevrolet Astro van with used to these feelings," said

Shcrmena Nelson, a freshman
from Queens, New York. "I've
learned how to be on guard and
how to protect myself."
Junior, Douglas Zambrano
agrees. ·1 don't really feel safe. This
world is already crazy. I just hope
they catch him.." Zambrano commutes to school from Prince
George's County, Maryland and he
has limited his activities because of
the sniper attacks. "I am staying
home and away from isolated
places when I go out,• said
Zambrano.
During the course of daily routines, students are asked to be cautious and be aware of their sur•
roundings. Campus police are asking for cooperation from students
and asking them to notify officers if
any suspicious activity takes place.
If any activities seem to be out of
the ordinary contact Campus
Police at (202) 806-1100 or the
Police Tip Line at 1-888-324-

Bush is not deserving of an
honorary degree."
Schwoeffermann negates
any notion that student leaders
are complacent and are apathetic to the student outrage.
"We are working very hard
to have a strategic plan of action
so that students' voices can be
heard," Schwoeffermann said.
"Although it may be satisfactory
to write a letter to the Board, we
[HUSA) felt the need to have a
grassroots lobbying effo1t to get
students empowered and
engaged."
Karim Shabazz, a senior
political science major, also
opposes the Bush nomination.
Shabazz said the issues the
President chooses to address do
not at best include those that
are non-white or non-republican and at worst the issues he
professes are detrimental.
"I don't think he [George
Bush) should be given a honoraiy degree or speak at convocation because he does not
SNIPER from page A1

9800.

The Hilltop needs a Campus
Editor, Metro Editor and
Paginators immediately.
Please bring resume and cover
letter to The Hilltop, Plaza
Level, West Towers.
October 18, 2002
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To Drink or Not ·to Drink During Homecoming
By Briana Jeffery
Contributing Writer
What are we drinking
tonight?
This is a conunon question
come Homecoming weekend at
Howard. Some students have
already started p lanning their
drink menus for the special weekend, incorporating more sophisticated drinks like champagnes
and cognacs, while others plan to
stick to the classics. So, what are
we drinking tonight?
Student, Nadiyah Gipson
does not plan on doing any
extravagant drinldng this weekend, "I won't be drinking any different than I usually do which is
mixed drinks and shots."
Gipson's preferences are also the
most popular in the local clubs
and bars.
Abdul, owner of both
Platinum and Club VIP said shots
are the most popular drinks at his

File Photos
Hennessey, Moel and Grand Marnler are popular drinks f or some Howard students.

bars, "The most popular drinks at
this club [Platinum] are the
Lemondrop and Grand Mamier
shots."
Grand Marnier, an orangeflavored cognac, is popular
among students as well.
Junior, Lance Gross plans on
sticking to his usual drink, a
Grand Marnier cocl.'tail called a

Departure: Everywhere
Destination: Howard's
Homecoming
By Crystal Tate and
Atalie Sh ort

"I never miss Howard's
Homecoming, especially the
Contributing Writers
game," Hyattsville, Md., resident Mike Rollins said. "I've
What is it about the been going since I moved here
Mecca's homecoming that has in '96. •
hu ndreds of students from all
Though Rollins doesn't
over the country taking the pil- attend Howard, he doesn't
grimage? Is it because of our understand why p<:!ople still
reputation of famous guests, or question his attend~nce at
the h ighly anticipated Yard Howard Homecoming.
Fest? CouJd it be all the pretty
"After you go to all the
girls and handsome young events, parties, and see all the
men?
people, you won't h ave to ask
Maybe it's because Howard me that question."
University has one of the most
Even
students
from
anticipated homecomings in Howard's
biggest
rival,
the history of HBCUs and Hampton University, oome for
beyond. Howard's unique envi- the occasion. Residents of
ronment provides a top qu ality Detroit, Chicago, New York,
education and social life for Atlanta, Philadelphia, and even
students wishing to be Las Vegas have already made
immersed into the new genera- hotel reservations, approved
tional black Diaspora and non- overnight dorm stays, and
stop fun.
transportation
Freshmen highly await the
confirmations. And, of
new experience, sophomores course, students from other
and juniors anticipate whether historically black colleges and
it's going to be better than the universities will be in attenyear before, and seniors think dance.
of ways to make their last
But don't believe homeHomecoming the best. College coming is just a college thing.
and high school students save High school seniors as well as
their allowances and refund those over 25 will be at Howard
checks to buy airplane tickets for homecoming weekend.
and rent cars ... not for spring Considering the costly prices of
break, but for Howard's · the various airfares plus travel
Homecoming.
costs, the trip must be worth
Freshman,
Jocelyn the money.
Williams of Clark Atlanta
The appearance of celebriUniversity said the hype of ties such as Jay Z, Foxy Brown,
Howard's Homecoming is and Outkast hardly discourage
"about seeing how the 'real' HU the excited out-of-towners.
gets down. You have people
Angelique Bran han of
coming from a1J over ... it's a big Detroit is anxious about a tte nddeal and it's a good chance to ing homecoming this year. "If
mingle , ~th my peers from famous people are going to be
other HBCUs."
there then I'm definitely comAsk any resident of the sur- ing."
rou nding communities of D.C.,
So as Homecoming weekMaryland, and Virginia about end kicks off, whether age 17 or
Howard's Homecoming and 27, Howard students or alumni,
they are likely to know much New York or Los Angeles
and plan on attending this native, have fun, be safe, a nd
year's festivities.
enjoy.

Happy Homecoming!
October 18, 2002

French Connection.
"It's a mix with Grand
Mamier and Hennessy; a man's
drink; Gross said.
While the gender-specificity
of the drink may be unknown, it
is definitely not for lightweight
drinkers.
Many students prefer lighter,
sweeter drinks to the strong, hard

drinks. Student, David Oliver
prefers the sweeter cotltuls.
"I like apple martinis and
fruity drinks; I don't like the hard
stuff,• Oliver said.
Krista, a bartender at the
Adam's
Morgan
favorite,
l\fadam's Organ, said the customer's choices in her bar echo
Oliver's sentiments.

''The apple martini is huge
right now and so are the flavored
vodkas."
Flavored vodkas are relatively new to the market and ha,·e
become a favorite among many
college students. Stolichnaya,
also known as Stoli, and
Smirnoff, have both recently
come out with flavors like vanilla,
lemon and cinnamon.
Gina Smith* (name changed
at student's request) prefers the
vanilla vodka with soda.
" I plan on drinking vanilla
Stoli and ginger ale," Smith said.
"It tastes just like cream soda,
which is good for me because I
don ·1 like strong liquor,"
Thus far, students have
shown no plans to go above and
beyond their normal drinking
habits this Homecoming, however there are some students plann ing on celebrating in ways that
many others "ill not or cannot.
James Longfellow• has a

special bottle tucked away for the
weekend.
"I'm gonna be drinking Dom
P. (Dom Perignon) because I
don·t want to drink what everyone else is drinking. It's exclusive," Longfellow said.
The drink is also expensive.
Dom Perignon ranges from
arou nd $60 to over $900
depending on the year it was
made. Most st11dents think the
eight-dollar drinks at the club are
too much so it is safe to say those
drinking Moel, Dom and Cristal
will achieve the elite status they
feel is so important.
Whether the drink is
Belvedere or Cold Duck, it doesn·t matter. People can still be
exclusive if you are the only one
drinking Carlos Rossi or \\We-inbox so drink responsibly and
have fun. Homecoming will be
memorable ,~th or without alcohol... well maybe not so much
with the alcohol.

Punch Drunk Love Stuns Audiences
By Enoch Tims Ill
Hilltop Staff Writer
The thought that Adam
Sandler just might win an
Academy Award for his performance in the P.T. Anderson
("Boogie Nights") helmed,
"Punch Drunk Love," should
have been a ludicrous notionbut it's actually far from it.
It seems Sandler has gone
the way of other comediansturned serious actors Jim
Carey, Robin Williams and
Tom Hanks with his departure
from the guilty-pleasure, frat
house movie and entrance into
a more serious and qu alitydriven cinema. With "Punch
Drunk Love" he has proven
himself to be a fine actor in his
portrayal of the suffocatingly
repressive, Barry Egan.
We meet Barry in his
Sherman Oaks, Calif., plunger
m11nufacturing
b usiness,
inquiring about a potentially
lucrative frequent flyer mile
promotion that might guarantee him a life full of free flights.
Everything about this man,
from his electric blue, off-therack suit to h is flat and muted
voice, conveys idiosyncrasies
that scream repressed anger

and emotive disability.
In fact, the first half of this
film continually emphasizes the
well of rage that is Barry Egan
through episodic outbursts,
which primarily occur after
Barry's dealings with his damaging seven sisters a nd their
repeated referral to h im as "Gay
Boy." Barry has problems, and
he knows it.
In an instance of particularly earnest acting and superb
directing, Barry confesses his
problems to his brother-in-law
and bursts into a crying fit, just
after mentioning his tendency
to burst into spontaneous fits of
crying. Apparently, Barry needs
some kind of emotional release
before he hurts himself orheavens forbid-one of his banshee sisters.
Fortunately a cathartic catalyst comes in the form of the
shining Lena, an office friend of
Barry's more proactively intn1sive sister, Elizabeth (Mary
Lynn Rajskub).
Lena, played stunningly by
Emily Watson, works to break
through Barry's shell and also
quench her own emotional
thirst, providing for a love that
event11ally releases Barry's
strength and joy for li,<ing.

Phoco courtesy of mov ie,.yahoo.com
Adam Sandler stars in Punch Drunk Love, out In theaters
this week.
The romance is coupled cast (includ ing the venerable
with a particularly P.T. Luis Guzma n, at his best) alJ
Anderson-esque sub-conilict of prove to be mediums through
Barry with the extortionist, which we, the audience, can
Dean T rumbell (a seethingly emote and thusly evolve with
nefarious Philip Seymour the characte r, Barry.
Hoffman), and the moviegoer
An derson 's direction a nd
has what amounts to a film that Sandler's performance allows
is cathartic in itself.
us to personally feel Barry's
Anderson and collaborator, painful existence and his evenJon Brion's distinctive score, tual potent love-an exceptionthe Technicolor artwork of ally rare achievement in film
Jeremy Blake, and a brilliant these days.

Cut and Paste: CIY Fashion at Forefront
By Je nnifer L. Williams
Contribu ting Writer
Creati~ty is said to be the
spice of life, and no one knows this
better than the throngs of HU
women who sport custom-made
Howard paraphernalia with pride.
Nowadays the create-it-yourself
(CIY) trend is becoming increasingly popular
CIY sl)1es have become the
trend because of their popularity
among top designers. Runways
have become flooded \\1th shredded, flashy and pieced together !shirts that can cost upwards of
$100 or more. By creating a wearable work of art themselves or finding someone to do the job for them,
consumers can save money, while
looking like a million bucks.
"I like cutting up my Howard
gear because a lot of the time, all of

The Hilltop

the good designs are on big tshirts," said Mariam Dordan, a
sophomore business major.
"Making a cool shirt allows me to
get the best of both worlds: a wellfitting shirt with a cool design.•
Additionally, many women
sport custom-made shirts because
they truly are one of a kind chic
fashion pieces, and wearing one
will ensure attention from a crowd.
From embellishing a shirt
with materials such as lace, suede
cord, beads and the like, to the
strategic cutting and knotting of
certain parts of a shirt, HU females
are able to sport their love for
How-arc! ,~thout wearing the ordinary I-shirt in an ordinary way.
For those in the know, whipping up a customized creation is as
easy as a snip of scissors and a few
strategic stitches with a needle and

thread

can end up looking a number of

However, for those ,~thout an
iota of SC\~ skill and for those
who destroy a shirt ,~th scissors
instead of creating wearable works
of art, there is definitely help.
Many look for someone who
can make their shirts works of art,
and our campus is full of creative
people ready, \\illing and able to
create splendid, unique t-shirts.
J amilah-As.ili Lemieux, a
freshman acting major, is one such
person. From her innovative use of
elastic to change the fit ofa shirt, to
her incorporation of different types
of fabric, her shirts are distinctive
and refreshingly affordable.
"I make dresses, shirts, and
pants, so I definitely can use my
SC\~ machine and create a cool
shirt,· said Lemieux. "I also don't
have any set designs, so one t-shirt

ways."
Her prices start at $7, and go
up according to how elaborate a
customer wants her shirt.
The customized I-shirt trend is
definitely one that's here to stay.
All one needs to create a stylish tshirt are a general idea and someone ,~th cutting and sewing savvy.
For those who wouldn't think to try
to customize a shirt themselves,
loosen up and see what happens.
From the simple cutting of a neckline to the addition of extra material, I-shirts definitely have inventive potential. Just remember to
wear the Howard University
shirts ,~th pride.
For an original Howard
University shirt, Jamilah-Asali
Lemieux can be contacted at
202-612-7304.
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Happy

3ot

Queen E,
I love you, I love you, I
love you. Happy
Homecoming from
Sinclaire (class of ·96).
Thanks to Ill) start who
worked hard this week
despite homecoming. You
all arc tht: BEST!
• Lauren

n n i v e r s a r Y Partner, thanks it was
l-=U==n=t=o=u=-c~l~1~ab
~l~e~==1==!=-I great working with you. 1

-----

Chandra, way 10 work it in
the fashion show -·L

will miss you a lot.
Kerry-Ann

Help Wanted

Irir&hl'mi~:tJ • St>llt>:rllhJ •
<Cl11'l>; • S!lrnll:t:n1 <Gilll>:nJ>J

..

Earn $ I ,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proveu Campus Fuodraiscr
3 hour rundraisiogg event. Our
programs make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising datesaree filling quickly, so get with the
program! It \\Orks. Contact
Campus Fundraiser at (888) 9233238, or visit

·: Happy tot• Aaalvenary
· Retlce■t
261
.
. i'.

Spring Break
#1 Spring Break Fn'e Trips,
Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices
Particsw/MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured w/MSNBCfl'ravel
Channel
Better than e,•er!!

WlY)),$UOSPIISbtours.com
1-800-426-7710
#1 Spring Break vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida,
SPadre. 110% Best Prices!
Book Now & get Free Parties &
Meals!
group Discounts. Now Hfring
Campus Reps!
l-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com
Attention Spring Breakers Travel
Free 2003 Free trips, drinks &
meals Par ty w/ MTV Hottest
Destinations Most Reliable

WWl",SUPSPlashtours,com

,
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